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1. Introduction  
 

‘Search for Medicine That Cures!’ is an everlasting process in the history of mankind. Apart 

from newer syndromes like HIV/AIDS; some age old diseases like Kshaya, Amavata, Shwasa 

etc. take more death toll than expected.  Irrespective of the application of advances in modern 

medicine as well as age old practice of traditional medicines; 100 to 150 million people 

around the globe suffer from Shwas [congruent to bronchial asthma].  This number is 

continuously rising and worldwide number of deaths from this condition has reached over 

180,000 annually
1
. The prevalence  rate of chronic asthma in India in the age group 15–59 

years is 19 per 1000 population in urban areas and 26 per 1000 in rural areas; and the total 

number of chronic asthma cases is nearly 32 millions 
2
.  

Thus it has been listed in priority area of WHO as well as Dept. of AYUSH, India.  

Bronchial asthma can be clinically correlated with Tamakshwas as the signs and symptoms of 

Tamakshwas viz. dyspnoea, cough, and chest tightness are similar to that of bronchial 

asthma. Also some of the etiological factors like exposure to smoke, dust are similar. 

According to Ayurveda; repeated and long term exposure to various etiological factors 

[‘hetu’] causes vitiation of the functions of Pranavayu, mainly breathing, which over a period 

of time initiates structural change [sthanvaigunya] in the organ i.e. lungs. Elasticity and 

smoothness [mriduta and masrunatva] at the site starts changing to hardness and roughness 

[kathintva, kharatva] which hampers the normal constriction and dilatation process [sankocha 

and vikasa prakriya]. To combat the change, secretion of mucous [Shleshma] increases, but 

further dries due to ruksha guna and clogs the bronchial spaces [Srotasavarodha] reducing the 

lumen of bronchus. Breathing becomes difficult and laboured [alpalpa, kupita, sashabda, 

sashoola].   After severe coughing a small amount of thick and sticky mucous [avila, tantula 

and styana shleshma] is expectorated. This clears the airway and patient feels better as he can 

breathe. These types of repeated attacks for a period of more than one year bring about a 

permanent or irreversible change in the structure of lungs [sthanvaigunya]. Therefore the 

disease becomes ‘Yapya’ which meanspatient can not be off medication.
3
As long as patient 

takes care of his diet, exercise and follows prophylactic treatment schedules [Virechan], the 

disease will not progress.  

 

According to modern view symptoms of bronchial asthma are caused by an inflammatory 

reaction within the bronchial wall involving many cells, mediators and cytokines. 

Eosinophils, mast cells, lymphocytes and other cells are involved in the inflammatory process 
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which results in hyper responsiveness of the bronchi so that they narrow easily in response to 

the wide range of stimuli. This may result in coughing, wheezing, chest tightness and 

shortness of breath; these symptoms often being worse at night.  Characteristic pathological 

features include the presence of inflammatory cells, plasma exudation, oedema and 

hypertrophy of smooth muscle, mucus plugging and shedding of epithelium. These changes 

are present even in patients with mild asthma. Repeated exposure to precipitating factors 

brings about remodelling of lung tissue. The airflow obstruction causes mismatch of alveolar 

ventilation and perfusion and increases the work of breathing. Being more marked during 

expiration it also causes air to be trapped in the lungs. A narrowed bronchus can no longer be 

effectively cleared by coughing of the mucus formed by the disease process, and many of the 

bronchi become obstructed by mucus plugs.
4 

This increases the severity of the disease 

gradually and patient cannot be withdrawn from medicines.  

Though there are above mentioned similarities in Bronchial asthma and Tamaka Shwasa 

there are differences in some of the hetus and  manifestation of course of disease accordingly. 

Ayurvedic principles propound that Marmaghata, Aampradosha, Apatarpana, Panchakarma 

vyapad etc. are equally important hetus for occurrence of Shwasa apart from exposure to dust 

and other allergens. In Ayurvedic literature Shwasa is classified in five major types. Out of 

these five; Maha Shwasa, Urdhva Shwasa and Chinna Shwasa are described as Asadhya. 

Fourth type, Kshudra Shwasa is Sukhsadhya which can be corrected even without 

medication. The remaining type ‘Tamaka Shwas’ is considered as Yapya
5 

that requires 

constant medication and in absence of continuous treatment, it ultimately leads to death of the 

patient.  

It is important to note that there are two basic approaches to Shwas treatment viz. Shodhan 

and Shaman. Shodhan is considered to be the best treatment as it restricts the occurrence of 

any disease for a longer duration. Vaman, Virechan and Dhoompan are   basic Shodhan 

procedures followed in Shwas treatment. First two act through Annavaha srotas while the 

third reaches directly the Pranvaha srotas, delivering the drug at the site of action.  Shaman 

aims at relieving the congestion and reducing production of mucus. Rasayan / 

apunarbhava
6
aspect aims at normalising the vitiated dosha i.e. Pranvayu and strengthening 

the organ; thereby prevents recurrence of the disease.  

It is ideal to treat the patient by controlling exposure to etiological factors [nidan parivarjan] 

especially environmental and dietary; along with Shodhan followed by Shaman followed by 

Rasayan.  
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There are about 81 different formulations including single drug and compounds from herbal, 

mineral and herbomineral categories. Each one is used in clinical practice based on the stage 

of the Shwas viz. Vegavastha [acute exacerbation] or Avegavastha [chronic stage] and 

depending on variables such as bala, kala, agni, prakriti, vaya, satva, satmya and dietary 

habits. Formulations designed to manage ‘vegavastha’ are different from those designed to 

administer in ‘avegavastha’. The formulations administered during ‘avegavastha’ mainly 

work towards Rasayan action.  

KVB is a mineral medicine described in Ayurvedic literature as Rasayan.  It is worth noting a 

quote by Charakacharya which says that it is beneficial to treat the patient of Shwas by 

Brimhana rather than Langhana since the untoward effects of Brihan are easy to handle as 

compared to untoward effects of Langhana. (Ref. Ch. Chi. 17/149). KVB is the drug regarded 

as Brihan in nature. It is propounded to be used in treatment of Shwas, Urdhvashwas, 

Rajyakshma and also other diseases of Pranavaha Srotas. The normal functions of Pranvayu, 

which is the main factor of Tamakshwas, and pharmacological actions of Krishnavajrabhraka 

bhasma co-relate pertinently.   

Thus we hypothesize that Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma acts as ‘Rasayan’ in Patients of 

Tamakshwas.  

 

References:  

1. http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs206/en 

2. World Health Organization, Regional Office for South-East Asia. Non communicable 

diseases in the South-East Asia Region: Situation and response 2011. ISBN 978-92-

9022-413-6 (NLM classification: WT 500)] 

3. Paradkar H.S, Ashtanga Hridaya, Commentary of Arundatta and Hemadri, , 13
th

 

Edition, Chaukhambha Sanskrit Sansthanan, Varanasi,  2000 

4. Acharya Y.T., Charka Samhita, Ed. 1
st
; Chaukhamba Sanskrita Sansthan, Varanasi 

5. Kaviraj Ambikadutta Shastri Sushrut Samhita, 11
th

Edition,Chaukhambha Sanskrit 

Sansthan, Varanasi, 1998. 

6. Shastri K., Rasa Tarangini; 11
th

 Ed.; Motilal Banarasidas, Delhi, 1979 
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1. Aim:  Evaluation of efficacy of Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma in Tamak Shwas [Bronchial 

Asthma] 

 

2. Objectives: 

2.1 Primary objectives:  

♦ To assess improvement in Spirometric indices FEV1 by ≥ 200 ml.   

♦ Reducing in thenumber of acute attacks 

 

2.2 Secondary objectives:  

♦ To evaluate : 

♦ Increasein duration between two consecutive acute attacks 

♦ Decrease in severity of the attack 

♦ Reduction in number of puffs per day  

♦ Improvement in values of Peak flow meter  

♦ Improvement in asthma symptom score throughout day 
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Review of Literature: 

Background:  
 

The disease entity Tamakshwas or popularly known as ‘Shwas’in Ayurved fraternityis 

recorded for the etio-pathology, diagnosis, symptoms, treatments and prognosis since the 

time of Charaksamhita
1
 [1200 BC]. ‘Tamakshwas’ literally means ‘burying into darkness due 

to shortness of breathe’.  

 

Similar description is available in ancient Greek and Roman medical literature. The word 

‘asthma’ means ‘gasping’.  Modern medical historians trace the disease ‘asthma’ to the 12’th 

century. Moses Maimonides, a renowned rabbi, philosopher and physician who practiced in 

the royal courts of Egypt and Syria wrote a treatise on it
2
. He advised lifestyle modulation –

food, drink, sleep and sexual activity to control the disease and chicken soup as a specific 

remedy.  

 

On this background it is worthwhile to note that Ayurvedic  understanding of the disease, 

treatment options varying from ‘shodhan, shaman and local –nasal- application’ with 

approximately 81 drugs and formulations that include not only herbal but complex metallo-

organic preparations; was much more specific thousand years before the Greeko-Roman era.  

 

 

2.1 Ayurveda : Tamak shwas 

 

The etio-pathology of the disease explained in the three important treatises throws light on 

disease development process and two phases viz.vegavastha [status asthmaticus] and 

avegavastha [chronic stage]. Further elaboration of symptoms and classification as Santamak 

and Pratamak gives a good differential diagnosis between allergic [cause specific] and 

infectious types.  Santamak is the type when chronic asthma precipitates an attack on 

stimulus ofdust, severe indigestion, avoidance of natural urges, and flatulence due to 

constipation. It may be observed that there is no specific stimulus other than emancipation 

due to old age [old age is the risk factor or attack precipitation due to unknown etiology]. 

Pratamak variety manifests fever and syncope which can be co-related with COPD 

symptoms
3
.    
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However description of symptoms or signs in ‘avegavastha’ [dormant/chronic] state is not 

recorded at one place as a ‘set of symptoms’. 

 

The disease profile [Nidanpanchaka] as per ayuurved is as follows:  

1. Causative factors [Nidan/hetu]:  

2. Etio-pathology [Samprapti]: 

3. Predisposing signs and symptoms [Poorvroop]:  

4. Presenting symptoms/clinical manifestation [Roop]: 

5. Improvement markers[Upashayanupashaya]:  

 

Nirukti : Etymology of the word shwas:  

Ayurveda is a very structured science. Each term used to identify a disease or a drug has 

etymologicalmeaning.‘Tamak Shwas’ has two component words. The term Shwas refers to 

the name of the illness and the word Tamak indicates the specific variety of the Shwas Roga. 

The etymological derivation of these words is elaborated in the following lines. 

Shwas: 

“µÉÍxÉiÉÏ AlÉålÉ CÌiÉµÉÉxÉ: ||”    

As described in Apte dictionary the word Shwas is derived from the Sanskrit root Shwas 

meaning to breath or ‘the act of breathing the air’ is known as Shwas. Thus the physiology of 

breathing process is indicated in this etymological derivation. 

 

“µÉxÉjÉÑ pÉÍ´ÉMüÉkÉqÉlÉ uÉÉiÉÉåkuÉïaÉÉÍqÉiÉÉ: ||”    

The term Shwas also refers to a unique pathological condition,as per this derivation  It is 

implied to the expiration of the air, producing a sound similar to the one generated while 

blowing the air with a blower by blacksmith. It refers to the forceful labored breathing, 

probably with wheezing sound. This description gives pathological expression of breathing 

which is the cardinal symptom of the Shwas Roga.  

Tamak: 

"iÉqrÉÌiÉ CÌiÉ iÉqÉMü ||"     
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"iÉqrÉÌiÉ CÌiÉ iÉqÉMü, iÉqÉ: LuÉç iÉqÉ  ||"     

The word Tamak is derived from the root “iÉqÉMü asÉÉlÉÉæ: ”,  which emphasizes specific 

symptom ‘darkness in front of eyes’ or ‘tiredness of eyes’ without much strenuous work to 

the organ. 

Thus the nomenclature ‘Tamak Shwas’ clearly indicates the disease where difficult breathing 

associated with dizziness and blackening is present.  

 

2.1.1 NIDANA [Causative factors/risk factors] 

Tamak Shwas is the disease of Pranvaha Srotas [respiratory system], caused due to 

predominant morbidity of vata and kapha dosha affecting the rasa dhatu. For the same 

reason the list of etiological factors that may exclusively affect the Pranvaha Srotasor else 

independently cause morbidity of Vata as well as Kapha Dosha, or even may incriminate the 

Rasa Dhatu; contribute to develop shwas.
4
It should be noted that the general etio-pathology 

of Shwas Roga implies to the etio-pathlogy of  Tamak Shwas and above that there are specific 

dietetic and behavioral factors which play an important role to change the normal structure of 

the organ. The causative [risk] factors that directly induce the pathogenesis of the Tamak 

Shwas are labeled as Pradhanic Hetu [root cause].  The factors like exposure to dust and 

smoke etc.that precipitate an acute attack of Tamak Shwas are labled as Vyabhichari Hetu 

[associated cause]. 
5
The table below shows comparison between five treatises regarding 

presence of various risk factors.  

It must be remembered that the hetus are always considered to be at either extremes; absence 

or abundance. Moderate or balanced diet and behavior seldom causes vitiation or imbalance 

of normal doshas. 
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Table No. 1 - Hetu of Shwas / Tamak Shwas: 

Fators C.S.
6 

S.S.
7 

A.H.
8 

A.S.
9 

M.N.
10 

Vata Prakopaka Ahara which is specified on 2 criteria : quality and type of food and eating habits. It hampers 

balance of ‘vata’. 

Rukshanna- Dry food + + - - + 

Vishamashana – Irregular eating habits + + - - + 

Adhyashana – frequent eating - + - - - 

Anasana – very long gap between 2 meals - + - - + 

Dvandvatiyoga – Mutually contraindicating foods      

Sheetashana – Cold foods - + - - + 

Visha- food poisoning  + + - - + 

Sheetapana – Cold drinks  - + -- - + 

Pitta Prakopaka Ahara which is specified on the criteria of taste and type of food that hampers balance of pitta. 

Tila Taila – Sesame oil + - - - - 

Vidahi – Food causing burning sensation  + + - - + 

Katu -  Spicy food - - - + - 

Ushna – Hot food - - - + - 

Amla – Sour - - - + - 

Lavana – Salt - - + + - 

Kapha Prakopaka Ahara : which is specified on 2 criteria : specific food items and quality and of food. It 

hampers balance of kaphadosha. 

Nishpava – Dolichos lablab [ + - - - - 

Masa – Vigna radiates  + - - - - 
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Pistanna –  Food prepared using very fine flours  + - - - - 

Shaluka – Rizome of lotus + - - - - 

Guru Dravyas – Food that is very heavy to digest + + - - + 

Jalaj Mamsa – Meat of aquatic animals  + - - - - 

Anupa Mamsa – Meat of marshy animals  + - - - - 

Dadhi – Curd + - - - - 

Amakshir – Un-boiled milk + - - - - 

Utkleda – food that generates more waste products  + + - - + 

Vishtambhi – food that generates constipation + + - - + 

Similarly certain behavioral risk factors associated with Tamak Shwas are listed below. Repeated exposure to 

these; precipitate acute attacks that over a period of time change the structure of organs in pranvaha srotas. 

Vata Prakopaka Vihara :  

Rajas – Dust, pollens  + + + + + 

Dhuma – Smoke + + + + + 

Vata – Cold breeze  + + + + + 

Sheeta Sthana – Cold places + + - - + 

Sheeta Ambu – Cold water  + + + + + 

Ativyayam – Excessive exercise  + + - - + 

Gramya Dharma – Excessive sexual intercourses  + - - - + 

Apatarpana – excessive emaciating [acquired] + - + - + 

Shuddhi Atiyoga – Excessive purification + + - - + 

Kanth / Urah Pratighata – Injury to throat / chest + - - - + 

Bharakarshita – Emaciation due to lifting heavy weights   + + - - + 

Adhwahata – Excessive walking + + - - + 

Karnmahata – Excessive work  + + - - + 
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Veganirodh – Supression of natural urges  - - + - - 

Abhighata – Injury - + + + - 

Marmabhighata – Injury to vital structures + - - - + 

Pitta Prakopaka Vihara 

Ushna – hot environment   - - - + - 

Kapha Prakopaka Vihara 

Abhishyandi Upchara – Administration of substances  which obstruct 

the channels  

+ - - - + 

The disease conditions where ‘labored breathing’ can be present and it is essential to rule out that it is not the 

disease ‘tamak shwas’ but just a temporarysymptom. [differential diagnosis] 

Vata Prakopakajanya – Vyadhi/ Avastha sambandhi Nidan 

Anaha + - - - - 

Dourbalya + - - - - 

Atisara  + - - - + 

Kshaya - + - - - 

Kshatakshaya + - - - - 

Udavarta + - - - - 

Visuchika + - - - - 

Panduroga + + + + - 

Visha Sevana + + + + - 

Vibandha + - - - - 

Pitta Prakopakajanya – Vyadhi/ Avastha sambandhi Nidan 

Raktpitta + - - - - 

Jwara + - - - + 

Kapha Prakopakajanya – Vyadhi/ Avastha sambandhi Nidan 

Kasa  - - + + - 

Amapradosha + + - - - 

Chardi + - + + - 
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Pratishyay  + - - - - 

Amatisara - - + + - 

 

As stated earlier the dietary [pradhanik] risk factors are responsible for developing a change 

or ‘deviation’ from normal state at both levels: functional and structural. The structural 

change is denoted by the term khavaigunay [initiation of abnormality]. Whereas 

environmental [vyabhichari/nimitta] risk factors speed up the structural and functional 

changes.  

It has been reported in medical literatures that some individuals though suffer from allergic 

responses to certain stimulus at the beginning; their tolerance to the same stimulus increases 

and eventually allergic reaction is not developed. This phenomenon is explained as satmya –

asatmya [adaptability and de-adapatation]in the treatises.In this context Charak further opines 

that every person is unique in responding to the environment. This uniqueness is known as 

Atma Saatmya. Quite opposite to this, a person may show similar uniqueness in regards to 

Asaatmya , this is known as Atma Asaatmya.
11 

Those individuals who develope Atma 

Asaatmyata for specific environmental factors like dust and smoke are prone to  suffer from 

Tamak Shwas.  

2.1.2 SAMPRAPTI [Etio-pathology/mechanism of disease development] 

The disease Tamak Shwas, though predominantly manifested in lungs [bronchioles] is the 

cumulative effect of a complex malfunction of tridhoshas and three systems viz. pranvaha, 

annavaha, udakvaha.   Cardiac involvement seen at a later stage of asthma [popularly known 

as cardiac asthma in modern medicine] is life threatening sign of Tamak shwas.  

 Vitiated Vata and Kapha Dosha afflict Rasa Dhatu, and get localized in the 

Pranvaha Srotas resulting in the development of Tamak Shwas. As cited earlier, reduced 

resistance power of the Pranvaha Srotas against the disease is a prerequisite. Repeated 

exposure to hetus that vitiate the Pranvaha Srotas affects its resistant power against the 

disease or else frequent exposure to etiological factors like Raja affect the defense 

mechanism of the Pranavaha Srotas. 

 Further, the Kapha Prakruti persons who are intolerant to factors that increase the 

Kapha Dosha are prone to develop Tamak Shwas. 
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 Secondly, the Pranvaha Srotas and the Rasa Dhatu are directly related to the organ 

heart functionally. Therefore chronicity of the disease affects Hridaya Marma, which is 

known as cardiac Asthma. 

 

Table No. 2 - Following is the list of components that take part in disease development 

[Samprapti Ghatak]: 

1. 

 

 

Udbhava Sthan [place of disease 

origin] Disturbance of 

homoeostasis starts from this 

organ. Thus it remains controlling 

organ. 

Pitta Sthana; Adhoamashaya. Lower 

part of stomach. Controls ‘pitta’ 

mechanism.  

2.  Sanchar Sthana [place disease 

manifestation]  

Urah, Kanth, Siras [chest, throat and 

head region] 

3.  Ashray  [main organ involved] Phupphus [lungs] 

4.  Avayava [specific parts]  Shwasnalika, Hridaya. [trachea and 

heart] 

5.  Srotas  [systems involved]  Pranavaha, Udakvaha, Annavaha. 

[respiratory, lymphatic, gastric] 

6.  Srotodusti Prakara  [type of 

systemic change]  

Sanga, Vimarga Gamana. [constriction 

and change in direction of functions] 

7.  Dosha  [ physical entities] 

  

Pranavayu, Avalambak Shleshma.  

8.  Dushya  [tissue that gets affected]

  

Rasa Dhatu. 

9.  Avastha [types/conditions] Vegavastha and avegavastha [acute and 

chronic] 

10.  Roga Marga  [based on grade of 

ease to treat/ grade of disease 

prognosis]    

Madhyama. 
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Episodic nature – The disease precipitates with the onset of cloudy weather. An exposure to 

risk factors also gives rise to acute attack. Each episode hampers normal structure and 

function of the lung.  

Chronicity: It is observed that the attack of Tamak Shwas is less frequent during the initial 

years and becomes more and more frequent year after year. This is the typical nature of the 

Tamak Shwas. In the initial stages, the attacks are irregular, but during every attack it 

deteriorates the organ structurally and therefore functionally to some extent.As a result of 

this, frequency of attacks increases. It is observed that with time, not only the severity of 

response increases but person develop allergy to wide range of substances. E. g. if a person 

initially suffers from horse gram allergy for about 5/6 years. Later he starts experiencing 

similar symptoms for green gram or some more pulses, too.  The proneness to allergens goes 

on increasing.  A stage comes when the disease does not remain episodic but becomes 

continuous with some manifestations remaining all the time .
12

  

Disease manifestation:  

According to Ayurveda; repeated and long term exposure to various etiological factors 

[‘hetu’] causes vitiation of the functions of Pranavayu, mainly breathing, which over a period 

of time initiates structural change [sthanvaigunya] in the organ i.e. lungs. Elasticity and 

smoothness [mriduta and masrunatva] at the site starts changing to hardness and roughness 

[kathintva, kharatva] which hampers the normal constriction and dilatation process [sankocha 

and vikasa prakriya]. To combat the change, secretion of mucous [Shleshma] increases, but 

further dries due to ruksha guna and clogs the bronchial spaces [Srotasavarodha] reducing the 

lumen of bronchus. Breathing becomes difficult and laboured [alpalpa, kupita, sashabda, 

sashoola].   After severe coughing a small amount of thick and sticky mucous [avila, tantula 

and styana shleshma] is expectorated. This clears the airway and patient feels better as he can 

breathe. These types of repeated attacks for a period of more than one year bring about a 

permanent or irreversible change in the structure of lungs [sthanvaigunya]. Therefore the 

disease becomes ‘Yapya’ i.e. daily medication is necessary.
3
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Diagrammatic presentation of samprapti(Pathogenesis) of Tamak Shwas 

 

Mithya Ahar-Vihar (unsuitable diet & 
behavior)

Vat & Kapha Prakopak Ahar-
Vihar (Food & Behavior 

causing imbalance of Vata & 
kahapha) 

Visha (occasional food 
poisoning)  

Raja dhoona, sheet vayu
(Exposure to dust, smoke, 

cold weather)

Annavaha,Udak vaha stroto
dushti (disturbance of 

digestive system)

Due to vitiated kapha –
Amotpatti in Amashaya

Deviation (Vimarga gaman) of 
vitiated kapha with Aam

Pranvaha stroto dushti (functional & 
structural change in Respirational system)

Raukshya, kathinya, Sankoch in 
Pranvaha storotas Obstruction increases 

Breathlessness, R/R ++

Ghurgurak kasa(Wheezing), 

Moha, Sweda ++, Peenas, Trishna

SHWASSHWASSHWASSHWAS

Vata prakopa

(Vitiation of Vata)
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2.1.3 POORVARUPA [Predisposing signs and symptoms] 

It is well accepted fact that there is a specific time period from onset of disease to it’s 

manifestation as acute attack. Metabolic changes start and they start giving certain 

indications. In case of Tamak shwas the disease process initiates at pittasthan i.e. lower part 

of stomach; hence symptoms showing digestive disturbances of pitta are manifested.  

Constitutional symptoms like ‘arati’ [impaired concentration] also are manifested. In due 

course the samprapti starts invading the respiratory system due to episodes of peenas 

[sinusitis] are observed. Upper respiratory tract disturbances mark stage of poorvaroopa. In 

this way depending upon the course of morbid Dosha, the patient of Tamak Shwas suffers 

from few of the poorvarupa, and is listed in the following table. 

Table No. 3 – Poorvarupa of Shwas Roga: 

 

Symptoms 

 

C.S.13 

 

S.S.14 

 

A.H.15 

 

M.N.16 

Anaha – Distension of the abdomen + + + + 

Adhmana – Fullness of the abdomen - - - + 

Arati – Restlessness - + - - 

Bhaktadwesha – Aversion to take food - + - - 

Vadanasya Vairasya – Abnormal taste in mouth - + - - 

Parshwa shhoola – Pain in the sides of the chest + + + + 

Peedanam Hridaayasya – Tightness of the chest + + + + 

Pranasya Vilomata – Sinusitis or Rhinitis + - + + 

Shankha Nistoda – Temporal headache - - + + 

 

 In nutshell, corresponding to the course of morbid Dosha in the body, the patient of 

Tamak Shwas suffers from poorvarupa. These symptoms underline the involvement of 

Annavaha Srotas, Pranvaha Srotas as well as Rasavaha Srotas. 
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1.1.4 RUPA [Presenting symptoms/clinical manifestation] 

The manifestation is described as acute attack in all major treatises of Ayurveda. There are 

two distinct types: ‘Pratamk and Santamak .Pratamak co-relates with COPD while Santamak 

indicates cardinal signs of Bronchial asthma.  

Table No. 4 – Showing the Rupa of Tamak Shwas: 

 

Smptoms 

 

C.S.
16 

 

S.S.
17 

 

A.S.
18 

 

A.H.
19 

Peenas – Running nose, sneezing, stuffiness of the nose + + + + 

Shwas – Dyspnoea + + + + 

Tivravega Shwas – Rapid  breathing + + + + 

Amuchyamane Tu Bhrisham – Severe breathlessness if 

sputum is not expectorated out 

+ + + + 

Vimokshante Sukham –Slight relief in breathlessness on 

spiting out the sputum 

+ 

 

+ + + 

Anidra – Breathlessness disturbs sleep + - - - 

Sayanah Shwas Peeditaha – discomfort worsens on lying + + + + 

Aseeno Labhate Soukhyam – Feels easy to breath in sitting 

position 

+ + + + 

Pratamyati Ati Vega – Deterioration of consciousness + - + + 

Kasa – Cough + + + + 

Pramoham Kasamanashcha – Frequent deterioration of 

consciousness during paroxysm of cough 

+ - + + 

Kanth Gurghurak – rattling + - - - 

Kanthodhwamsa – Soreness of the throat + - - - 

Utshoonaksa – Oedema  around the eyes + - + + 

Vishushkasya – Dryness of mouth + - + + 
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Lalat Sweda – Sweating on the forehead + + + + 

Meghaihi Abhivardhate – Cloudy weather worsens the 

attack 

+ - + + 

Sheeta Ambu – Cold water + - + + 

Pragvata – breeze + - + + 

Shleshmala – Kaphakara + - + + 

Ushnabhinandate – Likes hot things + - + + 

Aruchi – Anorexia - + + + 

Trishna – Excessive thirst - + + + 

Vepathu – Tremors - - + + 

Vamathu – Expectoration - + - - 

 

Involvement of Pranvaha Srotas is indicated by symptoms like Shwas, Pratamyati Ativegat - 

deterioration of consciousness, Peenas and Kasa. Aruchi - tastelessness in the mouth indicates 

the involvement of Annavaha Srotas. Trishna and Vishushkasya are the symptoms that 

suggest morbidity of Udakvaha Srotas. 

When the disease runs a chronic course, there is every possibility of developing Dhatukshaya. 

More over, thus developed Dhatukshaya in turn aggrevates already vitiated Vata Dosha, there 

by worsening the Tamak Shwas. 

The ultimate clinical presentation may vary from patient to patient. This variation is due to 

the relative predominance of morbid Vata Dosha or Kapha Dosha. The determination of the 

predominance of Dosha is mandatory while planning the treatment. Severe breathlessness and 

dry irritant cough probably indicates predominance of Vata Dosha in the pathogenesis of 

Tamak Shwas. Contrary to this severe paroxysmal cough with copious tenacious sputum is 

suggestive of predominance of Kapha Dosha. 

1.1.5 UPSHAYA - ANUPASHAYA [Improvement markers] 

The factors that worsen the imbalance of Kapha Dosha lead to exacerbation of Tamak Shwas 

as predominance of Kapha Dosha is noted in the pathogenesis. Before or during the episodes 
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of Tamak Shwas certain measures are proved improve (upshaya) or worsea (anupashaya) for 

recovery. These are termed as upashay and anupashaya. Information of patient reponse to 

these measures helps confirm the course of disease [samprapti]; levels of involvement of the 

3 main systems [pran, anna, udak] and thereby helps to plan of treatment including overall 

lifestyle management.  

Table No.5 - Upashaya and Anupashaya in Tamak Shwas
20 

Upashaya Anupashaya 

Ushna Ahar Vihar  : comfortable with warm food 

and in warm environment  

Sheeta Ahar vihar, Sheeta Ambu- aversion for cold 

foods, cold atmosphere and cold water,  kapha 

aggravating factors add to the disease 

Aseeno Labhate Soukhyam:  breathing  in sitting 

position is comfortable 

Shayanath Shwas piditah – Discomfort worsens in 

supine position 

Vimokshnante Sukham –relief in breathlessness on 

expulsion of sputum 

Clogging of bronchioles by  Kapha in the worsens 

the breathing 

Dry sunny weather relives the symptomsQuiet 

atmosphere is favourable 

Meghaihi Abhivartante – Cloudy weather 

precipitates the attack  

 

1.1.6 SADHYAASADHYATA : disease prognosis 

Acharya Charak opines that the disease is curable if it is diagnosed within the six months of 

onset. Once the samprapti crosses a year it falls in the category of ‘yapya’. Contrary to this if 

the illness runs a chronic course it tends to cause depletion of the Dhatu leading to 

Dhatukshaya and further adding to the virulence of morbid Vata Dosha. More over if it lasts 

for longer duration there may be involvement of Hridaya Marma and may even prove fatal.
21
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Schematic Diagram of Etio-Pathology of Shwas (Bronchial Asthma) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hetu 

(pre-disposing factors) 

Ahar (Diet) 

Vihar  

Vata vikritee ‘Prana’  

(Vitiation of Pran) 

increase of Ruksha guna  

 

Srotas 

Pranvaha (Respiratory) 

Kha Vaigunya (Change in 

Structure of Organ) 

Kapha Vikritee (Kapha secretion 

& drying) 

Kaphavaradha in srotas 

(plugging of dry mucous in 

bronchial spaces)  

Ruddha, Gurghyrak, Kasa 

(difficult, labored breathing & 

coughing) 

Nishtivan – Upashaya (expulsion 

of mucus – airway clear – feels 

better) 

 Repeated exposures  

Annavaha (GI tract) 

Udahvaha (Lymphatic) 

Poorvaroopa  

(Dormant / chronic state) 

Anaha 

Parshvashoola 

Hritpeeda 

Pran Vilomata 

Roop (Acute Attach)  

1. greeva- shir stambh (sangraha) 

2. Peenas- C 

3. Teevravega shwasan 

4. Kasa teevravega  

5. Ativega – Pratamyata 

6. Pramoh 

7. Shleshma Vishtivan 

Feels better after one ‘Muhurta’ 
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Schematic Diagram of Treatment of Tamakshwas [Bronchial Asthma] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Balavaana Rugn a + Kaphaadhikya  

(strong& willing patient having dominane of 

kapha) 

Abala/Madhyabala Shodhan 

Anarha 

Snehana (Lavan ayukta TailaSamvaahana) 

(Sesame/medicated oil + salt massage)  

Svedana  (Naad ee, Prastara, Sankara Sveda) 

fomentation – steam/sauna (dry) 

Vamana  

(induced emesis) 

Grathita kapha vilayana 

vaataanulomana, srotas 

Maardava (loosening / 

liquification of thick steady – 

congestion redece – air 

passage normalization)  

Virechana  

(induced purgation) 

Dhoomapaana 

(drug delivery thr’ smoke) 

S’hamana + Brimhan’a 

(Medication) (Dosage forms) 

Avaleha  

(Prepn semi solid) 

Choorna  

(fine powders 

mixed with honey) 

Ghrita  

(medicated ghee) 

Rasaushadhi asavarishta 
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2.1.7 CHIKITSA Treatment protocol 

Objective of treatment varies according to status of disease: acute or chronic.  

Treatment has to be different in patients suffering from Tamak Shwas depending upon the 

variation in the final presentation of the illness. In short the morbid Vata and Kapha Dosha 

stemming out from the Pittasthana, incriminating the Rasa Dhatu involving the Pranvaha 

Srotas produces the chronic lingering episodic illness of Tamak Shwas. Accordingly 

treatment aimed at rectification of the morbid Vata and Kapha Dosha forms the sheet anchor 

of treatment of Tamak Shwas. At the same time the Vata Dosha demands Snigdha Chikitsa 

and the Kapha Dosha the Ruksha Chikitsa. This forms opposite treatment thus posing 

problem in planning the final treatment. To be on the safer side the final treatment planned 

should pacify the morbid Vata Dosha as well as Kapha Dosha. 

The presentation of the illness is said to be two fold. The severe breathlessness, dry irritant 

cough predominance the Vata dominant type of Tamak Shwas. Breathlessness associated 

with severe productive cough with copious tenacious sputum predominate the Kapha 

dominant Tamak Shwas. According these variations in the presentation of Tamak Shwas the 

treatment has o be planned. 

Some of the patients suffering from Tamak Shwas are physically strong. In them Shodhan, 

Shaman and Rasayana treatment should be planned. Contrary to this as Charak opines some 

patients are physically weak as a consequence of long standing illness. In such physically 

weak patients only Shaman, Brihan and Rasayana treatment should be planned. Shodhan 

treatment is not ideal in physically weak patients.
22

 

Tamak Shwas is an episodic illness. During the attack the Samprapti factors are active. In 

between the attacks the patient is symptomless and the Samprapti factors are dormant. 

Accordingly the treatment differs during the attack and in between the attacks. Considering 

these factors following therapeutic procedures are employed. 

 

Treatment during the attack of Tamak Shwas: 

Abhyang and Swedan –  Application of the oil over the chest followed by sudation. 

Kapha Utkleshan –  Increasing the tendency of Kapha Dosha to get expelled. 

Vamana -  Therapeutic emesis. 
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Dhoomapana –  Therapeutic inhalation of smoke from burning the herbs. 

Shaman Chikitsa -  Internal medication causing remission of the illness. 

Pratishyay  Chikitsa -  Treatment of Rhinitis. 

Kasa Roga Chikitsa -  Treatment of KasaRoga. 

Kaphahara Chikitsa -  Pacification vitiated Kapha Dosha. 

Vatahara Chikitsa -  Elimination of vitiated Vata Dosha. 

Manas Dosha Chikitsa – Correction of emotional disturbances. 

Kapha Vilayana Chikitsa -  Liquefaction of sputum. 

Srotomardavakar Chikitsa –  Softening of the channels of respiration.  

KaphaNissarak Chikitsa – Expectoration of Sputum. 

Kasaghna Chikitsa – treatment of cough. 

 

Treatment in the Avegavastha (dormant) stage of Tamak Shwas: 

Virechan Karma – Therapeutic purgation 

Brihan Chikitsa – Regimen nourishing the body. 

Rasayana Chikitsa –  Rejuvenating the Pranvaha Srotas and body. 

Proper and timely administration of these therapeutic procedures will help in bringing out 

maximum relief to the patients suffering from Tamak Shwas. The details of these procedures 

are given in the following paragraphs. 

Abhyang and Swedan: 

During the attack of Tamak Shwas the tenacious sputum as well as stiffness of the Pranvaha 

Srotas   prevents the free flow of Pranavayu. This results in Pranavilomata. Thus liquefaction 

of the sputum so that it can be easily expectorated; and also Srotomardava relieving the 

stiffness of the Pranvaha Srotas facilitates the free flow of Pranavayu. These two effects are 

best achieved by the Abhyang and Swedan on the chest. Acharya Charak has prescribed oil 
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added with rock salt for the Abhyang. Abhyang is followed by Swedan and may be carried 

out by any of the methods like Nadi Sweda, Prastar Sweda and Sankar Sweda. This 

procedure is carried out on the first day of the attack as soon as the diagnosis is made and 

may be continued for about a week to get maximum benefits.
23

 

 Swedan is contraindicated if the patient of Tamak Shwas is of Pitta Prakruti, if he is 

also suffering from morbidity of Pitta Dosha or diseases due to vitiated Pitta Dosha like 

Raktapitta Swedan is even contraindicated in pregnant females. In the presence of such 

contraindications mild form of Swedan like application of Utkarika is advisable.
24

 

 

Kapha Utkleshan: 

Following the Swedan Karma, on the same night the patient is advised to take food that 

aggravate the Kapha Dosha. If the patient is habituated to vegetarian food, curd rice may be 

advised in the form of Kaphakara Ahara. If the patient is a non-vegetarian, then fish in the 

food is ideal. The Kaphakara Ahara facilitates the easy expulsion of the Dosha during the 

Vaman Karma that will be carried out on the immediate next day.
25 

Vaman Karma: 

Vaman Karma is indicated during the attack of Tamak Shwas both in Kapha dominant and 

Vata dominant type as well. Since Kapha Dosha is invariably involved in both the types of 

Tamak Shwas so the employment of Vaman Karma is justified. The initial treatment with 

Snehan and Swedan liquefies the tenacious sputum as well as softens the Pranvaha Srotas 

there by facilitating its removal by the Vaman Karma. Following Snehan and Swedan patient 

is advised to take Kaphakara Ahara and this improves the tendency Kapha Dosha getting 

eliminated. Thus after Snehan and Swedan patient is advised to take Kaphakara Ahara on the 

same night. The next morning is ideal time for the administration of Vaman Karma. Here the 

complete procedure of Vamana Karma with prior preparation is not necessary. Thus to abort 

the attack of Tamak Shwas the Vaman Karma is done following Balya Snehan-Swedan and 

Kaphaotkleshkara Ahara. The removal of the accumulated Shleshma clears the air passage 

and thus Pranavilomata is reverted to normal course of Vata Dosha.
26 

Patients suffering from Tamak Shwas may be physically strong or debilitating for different 

reasons. Vamana Karma is only possible in physically strong. Vaman Karma is then followed 
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by Shaman Chikitsa. In physically weak, Shaman Chikitsa is the only option as the Vaman 

Karma is contraindicated. 

 

Dhoomapana: 

Following Vamana Karma the Dhoomapana is advised. This Dhoomapana is also aimed at 

elimination of Kapha Dosha. Employment of Vamana eliminates the accumulation of 

Shleshma in Pranavaha Srotas. This procedure though eliminates the Shleshma to a larger 

extent; this is likely to leave some amount of the Shleshma in the Srotas. This small amount 

of Shleshma remaining in the Srotas is then best removed by Dhoomapana. In a physically 

weak, or else the accumulation is least since the beginning; Dhoomapana may be effectively 

carried out even without prior Vamana Karma. Further the herbs used in Dhoomapana can 

relieve the stiffness of the Pranvaha Srotas adding to the benefit of the patient. Kaphahara and 

Srotomardava effect of Dhoomapana clears the air passage allowing the free movement of 

Pranavayu. 

As the medicines is directly delivered into the site of lesion i.e. Pranavaha Srotas, one can 

expect prompt and spontaneous remission of symptoms of Tamak Shwas. Dhoomapana may 

be repeated several times depending upon the requirement.
27,28 

 

Virechan Karma: 

In between the attacks of Tamak Shwastreatment is planned to negate the damage in the 

Pranvaha Srotas that has happened during the attack as well as to prevent further attacks. The 

Rasayana Chikitsa best achieves this. Prior to the Rasayana the patient is subjected to 

Virechan Karma.
29

Thus planned Virechan Karma is beneficial in regards to different aspects 

of the Tamak Shwas. In Tamak Shwas the Pranavilomata is the predominant pathology. 

Anuloman normalizes the course of Vata Dosha. Thus Virechan is beneficial. The morbid 

Doshas stem out from the Pittasthana. The morbid Vata and Kapha Dosha in Tamak Shwas in 

its Anutklishta state are best eliminated by the Virechan Karma. Santamak and Pratamak 

Shwas are the variant form of Tamak Shwas and are characterized by vitiation of Pitta Dosha. 

Best Shodhan procedure for the Pitta Dosha is Virechan Karma. In this way, Virechan when 

administered in a patient suffering from Tamak Shwas has multitude of beneficial action. 

Snehapana, Abhyang and Swedan carry out in Virechan Karma with prior preparation of the 
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patient. After Virechan, Samsarjan Karma is advised for about 3 to 7 days. Virechan Karma 

helps in preventing attacks of Shwas, reducing the severity of Shwas in an attack, or else 

cause reduction in the frequency of Tamak Shwas. 

Brihana and Rasayana Chikitsa: 

Recurrent attacks of the illness in a long run tend to debilitate the patient due to depletion of 

the Dhatu.  

This Dhatukshaya further adds to the pathogenesis and prevents from employment of 

energetic treatment during the attack of Tamak Shwas. Therefore it is mandatory to maintain 

the physical strength of the patient by employing Brihana treatment. Further the illness runs a 

chronic course with persistent nature. This nature of the illness may be best aborted by the 

administration of Rasayana Chikitsa. In this way the Brihana and Rasayana Chikitsa are said 

to be beneficial in patients suffering from Tamak Shwas.
30

 

In short, sequential administration of Lavana Taila Abhyang and Swedan  of torso, diet 

‘snigdha enough to control ‘rukshana’ and balanced enough not to aggravate kapha. Sadya-

Vaman [emergency emesis], Dhoomapana followed by Shaman Chikitsa is the treatment to 

relieve the attack of Tamak Shwas. 

 Virechan followed by Vyadhihara Rasayana and Brihana Chikitsa is the ideal line of 

treatment in between the attacks. These procedures are very much efficacious in remitting the 

symptoms as well as preventing  subsequentattacks of Tamak Shwas. Formulations those 

could act on controlling vata kapha and at the same time boost tissue and organ strength, 

control remodeling and increase immunity against risk factors are selected to treat TS. 

In the chapters dedicated to the disease Asthma it is noted that a patient becomes dependant 

on medicine if not cured within one year of the first onset*.  There is no separate mention of 

specific signs and symptoms experienced by asthmatics in the main treatises owing to the 

‘oral tradition’ and limited availability of ‘writing’. However there are specific guidelines to 

analyze and treat chronic state. The structure or system of literature presentation in such 

aspects was entirely different than today. Ayurvedic physicians are expected to unearth the 

literature from the great treatises in that particular fashion and treat the patients.  

Here we have put together the guidelines for management of chronic asthma in present style 

and based on that the case record form has been prepared.  
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The causative factors, disease development process, precipitation of acute attack due to 

stimulus remain the same, but certain symptoms experienced by the patients during dormant 

stage [chronicity] vary from the symptoms in acute attack. Such symptoms are identified by 

scrutinizing the ‘srotas dushtilakshana’[systems involved in asthma], ‘avayavottapatti 

siddhant’[development of organs from pre-mordial tissue], ‘chikitasa 

dishadarshan’[guidelines of treating ] for srotodushti.  

Though difficult; this was an important exercise to develop markers for judging the results of 

treatment. It will help not only this study but any other study of any other drug that is used to 

treat Tamakshwas.  

♦ Definitions of Symptoms of Avegavastha of Tamakshwas 

1. Peenas – It is the nasal disease. Peenas is synonymous to Pratishyaya. (Ref. 

Ch.Chi.26/104-106). The main symptom of Peenas is watery or yellow or 

thick and slimy nasal discharge with associated symptoms like Trishna, Kasa 

etc. Peenas is the most common symptom seen in the chronic patients of 

Shwas. Hence it is worth to consider Peenas as main symptom of Avegavastha 

of Shwas.     

2. Kantha Udhvansa – the irritation in throat with hoarseness of voice is termed 

as Kantha Udhvansa. Similar symptom is observed in swarbheda and 

Poorvaroopa of Kasa. Also according to experience of clinicians this symptom 

is more commonly observed in Avegavastha of Shwas.  

3. Parshvagraha – Pain and Tightness in ribs and Flanks is termed as 

Parshvagraha. It is generally associated with presence of peenas. 

4. Ghurghurak – Ghurghurak are the typical Breathe sounds in patients of Shwas. 

This sound is comparable to the sound of cat. It is observed in chronic patients 

of Shwas while speaking or at rest. These sounds resemble Rhonchi and 

Crpetitions observed in bronchial asthma or pnumonia.  

5. Lalat Sweda – Lalat Sweda is Sweating on forehead. Profuse [Bhrisham] 

sweating on forehead is observed in Vegavastha of Shwas. The patient in 

Poorvaroopavastha or Avegavastha of Shwas practically shows sweating on 
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forehead during food intake and on walking a little distance or climbing, but 

not due to Hridroga. The ingestion is governed by Prana Vaayu. This shows 

vitiation of Prana Vaayu which is main causative factor of TamakShwas. 

6. Ushnabhiprayata – Desire for warm things is Ushnabhiprayata. Shwas has 

Kapha and Vata predominance which are Sheeta in nature. Thus there is 

natural desire of human body towards the things of opposite nature. 

7. Bhashan Kricchrata – Bhashan Kricchrata is Difficulty in speaking. 

Vakpravrutti is the action under the influence of Udan Vaayu. Udan Vaayu is 

the main Vaayu in Chest region which is the site of Shwas. Thus this symptom 

is more prominently observed in Vegavastha of Shwas. But in Avegavastha of 

Shwas also patient gasps for breathes if he speaks for longer time 

continuously. Thus it is important symptom to diagnose Avegavastha of 

Shwas according to clinicians. 

8. Aasya Shushkata – Dryness of mouth. This symptom shows vitiation of 

Udakavaha Srotas which is a Dooshya in Shwas Samprapti. 

9. Aruchi – The food ingested doesn’t taste nice. It is the symptom showing 

involvement of Annavaha Srotas which is another Dooshya in Shwas 

Samprapti. 

10. Vepathu – Tremors to different organs is termed as Vepathu. 

11. Uchritaksha – Uchritaksha literally means upward movement of Eyeballs. This 

symptom shows involvement of indriya. The action of Indriya is governed by 

Pran Vaayu.  Hence it is classically observed in Vegavastha of Shwas. But in 

Avegavastha Eye strain [Netragaurava] or heaviness in eyes off and on can be 

termed as Uchritaksha   

12. Pramoha – It is confused state of mind. Patient can’t take small small 

decisions properly. This symptom shows involvement of higher faculties like 

mind, intellect etc. This symptom too, indicates vitiation of Pran Vaayu and is 

observed in advanced stage of Shwas. 
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13. Meghambusheet Pragvate Vivardhate – The symptoms precipitate due to onset 

of cloudy whether, rainy season and cool atmosphere. 

14. Shleshmale Viverdhate – Food articles like Curds, Banana, Custard apple, 

sweets and behaviour like long sleep at noon those increase and vitiate Kapha; 

precipitate attack of Tamakshwas etc.  

15. Vega Udeerana and dharan – Instead of normal evacuation, patients may be 

experiencing either forced evacuation [ udeerana] or he may be habituated to 

suppress the natural urge [ dharana] for some time period. Both the conditions 

vitiate Pranavayu and play important role in developing Tamakashwas.    

The last three symptoms are noted based on history told by patients.  These symptoms should 

be considered to diagnose Avegavastha of Shwas since they help to confirm the diagnosis of 

Shwas.   

2.1.8 Epidemiology:  

As such there is very less information about epidemiology of Tamakshwas treated in 

Ayurvedic clinics and hospitals. Researches conducted by Ayurvedic physicians co-relate it 

with bronchial asthma and use the data of prevalence generated by the modern system of 

epidemiology.  

2.2 Modern medicine:  

 

Bronchial asthma is multifactorial disease where genetic, developmental, inflammatory and 

immunological factors are involved. For the purpose of treatment, it can be divided into 

acute (intermittent) and chronic (persistent) asthma. In acute asthma bronchospasm 

predominates and so has to be treated with bronchodilators. In chronic asthma, inflammation 

is the main pathology which predisposes bronchioles for bronchospasm leading to 

precipitation of acute attack. In treatment of chronic asthma, anti-inflammatory drugs are the 

mainstay though in addition bronchodilators are also used
 (4)

. 

β2 agonists, methyl xanthines and anticholinergics are bronchodilators & are used in 

controlling acute attack of bronchial asthma. Utility of methyl xanthines is reduced due to 

narrow safety margin. Anticholinergics are mainly useful in reversing bronchospasm of 
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chronic obstructive lung disease. β2 agonists are most commonly used bronchodilators. 

Important limitation of these drugs is development of tolerance and tremors. 

In chronic asthma, for anti-inflammatory action, two groups of drugs are commonly used-  

I) Mast cell stabilizers- Reduce the release of inflammatory mediators reducing the 

bronchospasm and inflammatory process
 (5)

. 

II) Corticosteroids- effectively reduce the inflammation and allergy by several 

mechanisms. 

Corticosteroids are highly effective but have variety of adverse effects and mast cell 

stabilizers have favorable adverse effect profile but not very effective clinically.  

So, search continues for the new, effective and safe drugs in acute as well as chronic 

bronchial asthma
 (6)

. 

2.2.1  PATHOPHYSIOLOGY 

The major characteristics of asthma include a variable degree of airflow obstruction (related 

to bronchospasm, edema, and hypersecretion), Bronctial Hyperires Poncivenus (BHR), and 

airways inflammation. Evidence of inflammation arose from the studies on nonspecific BHR, 

bronchoalveolar lavage, bronchial biopsies, and induced sputum, as well as from postmortem 

observations of patients with asthma who died from an attack of asthma. To understand the 

pathogenetic mechanisms that underlie the many variants of asthma, it is critical to identify 

factors that initiate, intensify, and modulate the inflammatory response of the airways and to 

determine how these immunologic and biologic processes produce the characteristic airways 

abnormalities. Immune responses mediated by immunoglobulin (Ig) E antibodies are of 

foremost importance. 

2.2.1.1 Acute Inflammation 

Inhaled allergen challenge models contribute maximally to our understanding of acute 

inflammation in asthma (Kay et al., 2001).Inhaled allergen challenge in allergic patient’s 

leads to an early phase allergic reaction that, in some cases, may be followed by a late-phase 

reaction. The activation of cells bearing allergen-specific IgE initiates the early phase 

reaction. It is characterized primarily by the rapid activation of airway mast cells and 

macrophages. The activated cells rapidly release proinflammatory mediators such as 

histamine, eicosanoids, and reactive oxygen species that induce contraction of airway smooth 
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muscle, mucus secretion, and vasodilation. (Kay et al., 2001) the bronchial microcirculation 

has an essential role in this inflammatory process. Inflammatory mediators induce micro 

vascular leakage with exudation of plasma in the airways. (Kay et al., 2001) Acute plasma 

protein leakages induce a thickened, engorged, and edematous airway wall and a consequent 

narrowing of the airway lumen. Plasma exudation may compromise epithelial integrity, and 

the presence of plasma in the lumen may reduce mucus clearance. Plasma proteins also may 

promote the formation of exudative plugs mixed with mucus and inflammatory and epithelial 

cells. Together these effects contribute to airflow obstruction. 

The late-phase inflammatory reaction occurs 6 to 9 hours after allergen provocation and 

involves the recruitment and activation of eosinophils, CD4+ T cells, basophils, neutrophils, 

and macrophages (Kay et al., 2001). There is selective retention of airway T cells, the 

expression of adhesion molecules, and the release of selected proinflammatory mediators and 

cytokines involved in the recruitment and activation of inflammatory cells.  The activation of 

T cells after allergen challenge leads to the release of TH2-like cytokines that may be a key 

mechanism of the late-phase response.  The release of preformed cytokines by mast cells is 

the likely initial trigger for the early recruitment of cells. This cell type may recruit and 

induce the more persistent involvement by T cells (Malo et al., 2001). The enhancement of 

nonspecific BHR usually can be demonstrated after the late-phase reaction but not after the 

early phase reaction following allergen or occupational challenge. 

2.2.1.2Chronic Inflammation 

Airways inflammation has been demonstrated in all forms of asthma, and an association 

between the extent of inflammation and the clinical severity of asthma has been demonstrated 

in selected studies (Malo et al., 2001). It is accepted that both central and peripheral airways 

are inflamed. In asthma, all cells of the airways are involved and become activated. Included 

are eosinophils, T cells, mast cells, macrophages, epithelial cells, fibroblasts, and bronchial 

smooth muscle cells. These cells also regulate airway inflammation and initiate the process of 

remodeling by the release of cytokines and growth factors (Malo et al., 2001). 

2.3 EVENTS TRIGERING ASTHMA 

Understanding  the physiological characteristics of asthma  is essential  for clinical  treatment  

but  not  until  the  origins  of  asthma  pathogenesis  are  clearly identified can preventative 

strategies for the disease be completely addressed. The origins of asthma are complex, with 
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no single element solely responsible for its manifestation. There  is  substantial  support  for  

the  notion  that  asthma  originates early  in  life with  genetics,  environmental  exposures,  

the maternal  environment, respiratory infections, and gender contributing to the initiation of 

this disease.  

2.3.1 Environmental 

Many environmental risk factors have been associated with asthma development and 

morbidity in children. Recent studies show a relationship between exposure to air pollutants 

(e.g. from traffic) and childhood asthma. (Salam et al., 2008) This research finds that both the 

occurrence of the disease and exacerbation of childhood asthma are affected by outdoor air 

pollutants. High levels of endotoxin exposure may contribute to asthma risk.( Liu et 

al.,2004)Viral respiratory infections are not only one of the leading triggers of an 

exacerbation but may increase one's risk of developing asthma especially in young 

children.Respiratory infections such as rhinovirus, Chlamydia pneumoniae and Bordetella 

pertussis are correlated with asthma exacerbations (Harju et al., 2006). Psychological stress 

has been suspected of being an asthma trigger, but only in recent decades has convincing 

scientific evidence substantiated this hypothesis. Rather than stress directly causing the 

asthma symptoms, it is thought that stress modulates the immune system to increase the 

magnitude of the airway inflammatory response to allergens and irritants (Gold et al., 2005; 

Chen et al., 2007). Beta blocker medications such as metoprolol may trigger asthma in those 

who are susceptible (O’Rourke et al., 2007).
 

2.3.2 Hygiene hypothesis  

Antibiotic use early in life has been linked to development of asthma in several examples; it 

is thought that antibiotics make children who are predisposed to atopic immune responses 

susceptible to development of asthma because they modify gut flora, and thus the immune 

system (Droste et al., 2000). The hygiene hypothesis is a hypothesis about the cause of 

asthma and other allergic disease, and is supported by epidemiologic data for asthma 

(Bufford et al., 2005).All of these things may negatively affect exposure to beneficial bacteria 

and other immune system modulators that are important during development, and thus may 

cause an increased risk for asthma and allergy.  
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2.3.3 Exacerbation 

Some individuals will have stable asthma for weeks or months and then suddenly develop an 

episode of acute asthma. Different asthmatic individuals react differently to various factors 

(Baxi et al., 2010).However, most individuals can develop severe exacerbation of asthma 

from several triggering agents.Home factors that can lead to exacerbation include dust, house 

mites, animal dander (especially cat and dog hair), cockroach allergens and molds at any 

given home (Baxi et al., 2010).Both virus and bacterial infections of the upper respiratory 

tract infection can worsen asthma (Baxi  et al., 2010). 

 

2.3.4 Gender  

The onset and disease course of asthma are influenced by gender. The prevalence of asthma 

in male children is almost double that of females and males are  at  a  higher  risk  from  birth  

of  developing  physician  diagnosed  asthma  in childhood;  implicating  male  gender  as  a  

significant  risk  factor  for  childhood asthma (Gilliland et al.,2001). However,  females  are 

more  likely  to  be  diagnosed with  asthma after childhood and  into middle age,  amounting  

to  a higher overall  lifetime  risk for  asthma (Irvin et al.,2000).Male lung development lags 

behind that of females increasing the possibility of lung immaturity at birth. The immature 

lung is more vulnerable to respiratory injury and disease including asthma. 

2.3.5 Genetic  

Over 100 genes have been associated with asthma in at least one genetic association study 

(Ober et al, 2006). However, such studies must be repeated to ensure the findings are not due 

to chance. Through the end of 2005, 25 genes had been associated with asthma in six or more 

separate populations (Ober et al, 2006).Many of these genes are related to the immune system 

or to modulating inflammation. However, even among this list of highly replicated genes 

associated with asthma, the results have not been consistent among all of the populations that 

have been tested (Ober et al, 2006). This indicates that these genes are not associated with 

asthma under every condition, and that researchers need to do further investigation to figure 

out the complex interactions that cause asthma. One theory is that asthma is a collection of 

several diseases, and that genes might have a role in only subsets of asthma For example, one 
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group of genetic differences was associated with asthma that develops in childhood (Bouzios 

et al., 2008). 

2.3.6 Gene–environment interactions 

Research suggests that some genetic variants may only cause asthma when they are combined 

with specific environmental exposures, and otherwise may not be risk factors for asthma 

(Martinez et al.,2007).The genetic trait, CD14 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) C-

159T and exposure to endotoxin (a bacterial product) are a well-replicated example of a gene-

environment interaction that is associated with asthma. Endotoxin exposure varies from 

person to person and can come from several environmental sources, including environmental 

tobacco smoke, dogs, and farms. Researchers have found that risk for asthma changes based 

on a person's genotype at CD14 C-159T and level of endo toxin exposure. (Martinezet al., 

2007)
 

2.3.7 Socioeconomic factors 

 Asthma deaths are most common in low and middle income countries, (WHO Asthma, 

2008)and in the Western world, it is found in those low-income neighborhoods whose 

populations consist of large percentages of ethnic minorities. (Fast Facts-Asthma, 2006). 

Additionally, asthma has been strongly associated with the presence of cockroaches in living 

quarters; these insects are more likely to be found in those same neighborhoods (Indoor 

Environmental Asthma Triggers, 2009).Most likely due to income and geography, the 

incidence of and treatment quality for asthma varies among different racial groups (National 

Center for Health Statistics, 2006). The prevalence of "severe persistent" asthma is also 

greater in low-income communities than those with better access to treatment (National 

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, 2004). 

 

2.4 Types of Asthma 

Asthma is a growing worldwide problem. Asthma is classified in various ways. Traditionally, 

it is categorized into two general groups, Extrinsic (allergic) asthma and Intrinsic (non-

allergic) asthma, depending upon the types of stimuli that flare up these attacks.  
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2.4.1 Extrinsic (allergic) asthma 

More prevalent in the younger age group, extrinsic asthma is caused by the immune system’s 

response to inhaled allergens such as pollen, animal dander or dust mite particles. People with 

allergic asthma frequently have other allergy-related problems such as hay fever, rhinitis, skin 

rashes, and eczema. Extrinsic asthma responds quite well to the use of inhaled steroids as 

these suppress the immune system. 

2.4.2.Intrinsic (non-allergic) asthma 

Intrinsic asthma is caused by anything except an allergy. It may be caused by an infection, 

stress, laughter, exercise, cold air, food preservatives or a host of other factors. Treatment of 

intrinsic asthma is not easy as it may not be known what triggers the asthma in the first place 

and therefore avoiding triggers can be impossible. 

2.5 Allergic Inflammation in Asthma  

It  is  well  established  that  inflammation  plays  a  central  role  in  the pathophysiology  of  

asthma. Acute inflammation in asthma can be divided into three phases: induction, early 

reactions, and late reactions. An allergic response in asthma is induced when an inhaled 

allergen or stimulant is recognized by antigen presenting cells (APCs), either dendritic cells, 

macrophages or B cells (Verstraelen et al., 2008). APCs present the foreign antigen to T 

lymphocytes, initiating their differentiation into an active form and the release of interleukins 

4 and 13 (IL-4, -13). IL-4 and IL-13 trigger B cells to synthesize and release Immunoglobulin 

E (IgE) (Agache et al., 2010). During the early phase, IgE released into the blood binds and 

activates resident mast calls and basophils in the airways. These cells release 

proinflammatory mediators into the airways that induce airway smooth muscle (ASM) 

contraction, mucous secretion, and vasodilation, creating the initial symptoms of an asthma 

attack (Bousquet et al., 2000). The late phase  of  acute  inflammation  follows  with  

recruitment  of  more  leukocytes (eosinophils, macrophages, and neutrophils),  in addition  to 

T cells and structural cells  including  epithelial  cells,  fibroblasts,  endothelial  cells  and  

ASM (Verstraelen et al., 2008). Additionally,  the  release  of  IL-17  from  TH17  cells  may  

be  involved  in  the recruitment  of  neutrophils (Agache et al.,2010).  It  is  the  

inflammatory mediators  and  cytokines produced  by  these  cell  types  that  characterize  

inflammation  in  asthma  and ultimately create a chronic inflammatory state. Inflammatory 
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mast  cells  arise  in  the  bone marrow  and  localize  close  to  blood vessels in the lamina 

propria, their site of maturation. In asthma they can also be found in the lung epithelium, 

mucous glands, and ASM (Hamid et al., 2009).  When IgE antibodies bind mast cells they 

release bronchoconstrictor, such as histamine, stored in granules, and initiate the synthesis of 

inflammatory mediators, including Leukotriene and prostaglandins. Mast cells also produce 

and release cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, TNF α and GM-CSF) further promoting 

inflammation (Barnes et al., 2008). The presence of mast cells in ASM has been linked to 

AHR. Allergen challenged mice  that  are  mast  cell  deficient  fail  to  develop  AHR  after  

provocation  with acetylcholine. However, when administered cultured mast cells AHR is 

restored in these animals, whichdemonstrates a role for mast cells in AHR development 

(Kobayashi et al., 2000).   

2.6 Inflammatory cells 

Mast Cells-  Mast  cells  arise  in  the  bone marrow  and  localize  close  to  blood vessels in 

the lamina propria, their site of maturation. In asthma they can also be found in the lung 

epithelium, mucous glands, and ASM (Hamid et al., 2009). When IgE antibodies bind mast 

cells they release bronchoconstrictor, such as histamine, stored in granules, and initiate the 

synthesis of inflammatory mediators, including leukotrienes and prostaglandins. Mast cells 

also produce and release cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, TNFα and GM-CSF) further promoting 

inflammation (Barnes et al., 2008). The presence of mast cells in ASM has been linked to 

AHR. Allergen challenged mice  that are  mast  cell  deficient  fail  to  develop  AHR  after  

provocation  with acetylcholine. However, when administered cultured mast cells AHR is 

restored in these animals, which demonstrates a role for mast cells in AHR development 

(Kobayashi et al., 2000).  

2.6.1 Basophils-  

Derived and matured in the bone marrow, basophils are normally circulating cells, but can be 

found in the bronchial sub mucosa in asthma.  Similar to mast  cells  they  can  secrete  

inflammatory mediators  and  cytokines  after  IgE mediated  stimulation.  However,  the  

cytokine  profile  of  basophils  is  slightly different  than mast  cells  (secreting  IL-4,  IL-8,  

IL-13  and MIP-1)  suggesting  a different role for basophils in inflammation (Kobayashi et 

al.,2000).   
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2.6.2 Eosinophils- 

Increased eosinophils in both peripheral blood and bronchoalveolar lavage  (BAL)  fluid  is a 

defining  feature of  individuals with allergic asthma, and the  extent  of  eosinophilic  

inflammation  often  correlates  with  severity  of  the disease (Bousquet et al.,1990). 

Eosinophils are involved in defense against infection. Granules in the eosinophil cytoplasm 

contain chemical mediators, many of which are toxic, that are released during an infection 

and affect both the invader and the host cells. Upon activation in asthma, eosinophils release 

cytotoxic proteins such as major basic protein (MBP) and eosinophils cationic protein (ECP), 

as well as oxygen free radicals and proinflammatory cytokines. High concentrations of these 

proteins, due  to  the  increased  presence  of  eosinophils, may  cause  shedding  of  the  lung 

epithelium in patients with asthma (Hamid et al., 2009).  

2.6.3 Macrophages – 

Macrophages are phagocytic white blood cells derived from the division of monocytes. They 

are among the most numerous cells in the airways in asthma and their activation after 

allergen challenge correlates with disease severity (Bousquet et al., 2000). They have the 

ability to act in antigen-presentation, the elimination of foreign particles, and the production 

of inflammatory mediators that enhance or suppress the inflammatory response (Verstraelen 

et al., 2008).  

2.6.4 Neutrophils-  

Activation of circulating neutrophils in an innate immune response in asthma causes their 

migration to inflammatory sites in the lung. Neutrophils are predominating in the airways of 

asthmatic patients during an acute exacerbation and in more severe disease (Monteseirin et 

al., 2009).  In addition to their ability to phagocytose foreign particles, neutrophils can release 

enzymes, cytotoxic proteins, and several mediators including matrix metalloproteinase’s, 

elastase, oxygen free radicals, and the cytokine IL-8, among others (Monteseirin et al., 2009). 

Neutrophils play an important role in non-allergic or non-eosinophilic asthma. 

2.6.5 T lymphocytes-  

T cells, specifically T Helper cells (TH), are important in both the induction and maintenance 

of inflammation in asthma. TH cells originate from naïve CD4+ cells in the thymus and can 

be organized into three groups, TH1, TH2 and  more  recently  TH17,  based  on  the  
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cytokines  they  release.  TH1  cytokines stimulate  cell-mediated  immunity  whereas  TH2  

cytokines  are  involved  in  the humoral  immune  response mediated  by  antibodies. 

Balance of the different TH responses is important to maintain proper functioning of the 

immune system and imbalance can often result in disease. TH2  cells  are  increased  in  the  

airways  of asthma  patients  making  them  the  predominant  lymphocytes  activated  in  this 

disease (Barnes et al., 2008). When TH2 cells are presented with an antigen, their CD4 

receptor is activated and initiates the release of cytokines, which subsequently activate and 

recruit inflammatory cells.  TH17 cells secrete  IL-17, which  is  increased  in  the airways  of  

asthma  subjects,  correlates  with  asthma  severity  and  enhances  the production of 

cytokines  from bronchial  fibroblasts (Molet et  al.,2001).  Increasing evidence suggests that 

TH17 cells and IL-17 may play important roles in the promotion of eosinophilia and 

neutrophilia mediated inflammation in asthma (Nakajima et al., 2010). 

2.7 Inflammatory mediators 

Chemokines-They are important in recruitment of inflammatory cells into the airways and 

are mainly expressed in airway epithelial cells (Zimmermann et al. 2003).  Eotaxin is 

relatively selective for eosinophils, whereas thymus and activation-regulated chemokines 

(TARCs) and macrophage-derived chemokines (MDCs) recruit Th2 cells.  There is an 

increasing appreciation for the role this family of mediators has in orchestrating injury, 

repair, and many aspects of asthma. 

Cytokines-Cytokines direct and modify the inflammatory response in asthma and likely 

determine its severity.Th2-derived cytokines include IL-5, which is needed for eosinophil 

differentiation and survival, and IL-4 which is important for Th2 cell differentiation and with 

IL-13 is important for IgE formation. Key cytokines include IL-1β and tumor necrosis factor-

α (TNF-α), which amplify the inflammatory response, and granulocyte-macrophage colony-

stimulating factor (GM-CSF), which prolongs eosinophils survival in airways.  Recent 

studies of treatments directed toward single cytokines (e.g., monoclonal antibodies against 

IL-5 or soluble IL-4 receptor) have not shown benefits in improving asthma outcomes. 

Cysteinyl-leukotrienes- They are potent bronchoconstrictors derived mainly from mast cells.  

They are the only mediator whose inhibition has been specifically associated with an 

improvement in lung function and asthma symptoms (Busse et al., 1996; Leff et al., 

2001).Recent studies have also shown leukotriene B4 can contribute to the inflammatory 

process by recruitment of neutrophils (Gelfand and Dakhama., 2006). 
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Nitric oxide (NO)-NO is produced predominantly from the action of inducible NO synthase 

in airway epithelial cells; it is a potent vasodilator (Deykin et al., 2002; Strunk et al. 2003).  

Measurements of fractional exhaled NO (FeNO) may be useful for monitoring response to 

asthma treatment because of the purported association between FeNO and the presence of 

inflammation in asthma (Green et al., 2002).  

Immunoglobulin E- IgE is the antibody responsible for activation of allergic reactions and is 

important to the pathogenesis of allergic diseases and the development and persistence of 

inflammation.  IgE attaches to cell surfaces via a specific high-affinity receptor. The mast cell 

has large numbers of IgE receptors; these, when activated by interaction with antigen, release 

a wide variety of mediators to initiate acute bronchospasm and also to release pro-

inflammatory cytokines to perpetuate underlying airway inflammation (Boyce et al., 2003; 

Sporik et al., 1995).Other cells, basophils, dendritic cells, and lymphocytes also have high-

affinity IgE receptors. The development of monoclonal antibodies against IgE has shown that 

the reduction of IgE is effective in asthma treatment (Busse et al. 2001; Holgate et al. 2005). 

These clinical observations further support the importance of IgE to asthma. 

2.8 AIRWAY RECEPTORS 

Since surface receptors may determine tissue responsiveness it is possible that alterations in 

receptors on airway smooth muscle might account for increased airway responsiveness seen 

in asthma, and, to a lesser extent, in chronic obstructive airways disease. Many different 

factors are known to alter receptor expression and could change receptor density, affinity, or 

coupling. Thus, inflammatory mediators which are formed in the airway wall may have 

effects on various receptors which could lead to an increased responsiveness. Since in asthma 

the increased responsiveness is found with many different bronchoconstrictor stimuli, it is 

unlikely that there is an effect on a single type of receptor (e.g. muscarinic or histamine 

receptors). It is more probable that there is enhanced coupling of all receptors, perhaps via 

phosphoinositide hydrolysis, or that there is a defect in inhibitory receptors (e.g.beta-

adrenoceptors). 

2.8.1 Receptor coupling and second messengers 

There have recently been considerable advances in molecular pharmacology of receptors. 

Several receptors have now been cloned and expressed and this has given important insights 

into the mechanisms of receptor activation. Many receptors are linked to adenylate cyclase by 
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a coupling protein (G protein), which either stimulates (Gs) or inhibits the enzyme (Gi) 

(Gilman et al., 1984). Thus, beta-adrenoceptors and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) 

stimulate adenylate cyclase in airway smooth muscle, resulting in increased intracellular 

cyclic-AMP and bronchodilatation. Conversely, acetylcholine inhibits adenylate cyclase, 

resulting in reduced cyclic-AMP and bronchoconstriction. It is now apparent that several 

receptors which interact with G proteins have C-terminal homology and thus a common 

sequence of amino acids may be involved in the interaction with these coupling proteins. 

Indeed, there are remarkable similarities in structure between these receptor proteins with 

severe hydrophobic membrane spanning sections, hydrophilic loops on the external surface 

which contain the ligand recognition sites, and the hydrophilic intracellular loops which link 

with the G protein. It is now apparent that several receptors are coupled in a different fashion 

and activation leads to the hydrolysis of membrane phosphoinositide (PI) with the formation 

of instill trisphosphate which releases calcium from intracellular stores. This stimulation of PI 

turnover is initiated by activation of phospholipase C via a distinct G protein. In airway 

smooth muscle many spasmogens stimulate PI hydrolysis." For acetylcholine there is a close 

relationship between muscarinic receptor occupancy and the stimulation of PI turnover' and, 

in general, there is a close relationship between receptor density and the magnitude of PI 

hydrolysis. The discovery of this transduction mechanism clarifies the mechanisms of 

bronchoconstriction and may, in the future, lead to novel bronchodilator drugs. Activation of 

PI hydrolysis also leads to the formation of diacyl glycerol which stimulates protein kinase C, 

a key enzyme involved in phosphorylation of several regulatory proteins, including receptors 

and G proteins (Morley et al., 1984). Thus, activation of one receptor may influence quite 

different receptors, and this may be pertinent in diseases such as asthma. 

2.8.2. Autonomic receptors in airways 

Autonomic innervations of the airways are complex. (Cuss et al., 1984). In addition to 

classical cholinergic pathways which cause bronchoconstriction and adrenergic mechanisms 

which are usually bronchodilator, there is a more recently recognized component of 

autonomic control which is neither cholinergic nor adrenergic. Autonomic nerves influence 

airway tone by activating specific receptors on airway smooth muscle. In the case of 

cholinergic pathways acetylcholine released from postganglionic nerve endings stimulates 

muscarinic cholinergic receptors. Adrenergic mechanisms include sympathetic nerves which 

release nor-adrenaline, and circulating adrenaline secreted from the adrenal medulla; these 

catecholamines activate alpha- or beta-receptors. The neurotransmitters of the non adrenergic 
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non-cholinergic (NANC) nervous system are not certain, but the most likely candidate for 

non-adrenergic inhibitory nerves is VIP, whereas that of non-cholinergic excitatory nerves is 

probably substance P (SP) or a related peptide. These neuropeptides interact with specific 

receptors on target cells. The different components of the autonomic nervous system interact 

with each other in a complex way, both by affecting release of neurotransmitter (via 

prejunctional receptors), at ganglia in the airways, and by interaction at postjunctional 

receptors. Thus, airway tone may be determined by a complex interplay between different 

components of the autonomic nervous system. 

Beta-adrenoceptors 

Both histochemical and functional studies indicate that there are few, if any, adrenergic nerve 

fibres directly supplying airway smooth muscle in human airways (Barnes et 

al.,1986).Although in other species, such as cat and dog, adrenergic bronchodilator nerves 

have been described. This suggests that beta-receptors in airway smooth muscle are under the 

control of circulating adrenaline. Direct receptor binding studies indicate that beta receptors 

are present in high density in lung of many species, including humans. 5 Autoradiography 

studies have revealed that beta-receptors are found on many different cell types within lung, 

including airway smooth muscle from trachea down to terminal bronchioles (Flavahan et al., 

1985). This is consistent with functional studies indicating that beta-agonists are potent 

relaxants of bronchi, bronchioles and peripheral lung strips. While a direct relaxant effect of 

beta-agonists on airway smooth muscle is undoubtedly their major mode of action as 

bronchodilators, they may also lead to bronchodilatation indirectly, either by inhibiting 

release of bronchoconstrictor mediators from airway mast cells,'8 by inhibiting acetylcholine 

release from cholinergic nerves,1920 or by stimulating release of an epithelial relaxant factor. 

Indeed, a very high density of beta-receptors is seen in airway epithelium, which far exceeds 

the density of receptors in smooth muscle itself (Flavahan et al., 1985). 

Beta-receptor subtypes 

Although originally beta-receptors of airway smooth muscle were classified as beta 2-

receptors, later studies showed that, in several species, relaxation of tracheal smooth muscle 

was intermediate between a beta, and beta 2 mediated responses, suggesting the presence of 

beta, in addition to beta 2-receptors. Using direct receptor binding techniques and selective 

beta- antagonists the coexistence of beta, and beta2- receptors was confirmed in animal and 

human lung. Functional studies of the same tissue in vitro show that relaxation to exogenous 
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beta-agonists is mediated by beta2-receptors, but relaxation to sympathetic nerve stimulation 

is mediated by beta-receptors. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that beta,-

receptors are regulated by sympathetic nerves ('neuronal' beta-receptors), whereas beta2-

receptors are regulated by circulating adrenaline ('hormonal' beta-receptors).Further support 

for this idea is provided by studies of airway beta-receptor function in other species. Thus, in 

cat trachea, which has a dense sympathetic nerve supply, relaxation to beta-agonists is 

mediated predominantly by beta,-receptors, whereas in lung strips, which contain bronchioles 

devoid of sympathetic nerves, responses are mediated by beta2- receptors (Lulich et al., 

1986). In human airway smooth muscle, with its absence of significant innervations, no beta,-

receptor mediated effects would be expected. This has been confirmed in functional studies in 

vitro, in which relaxation of central and peripheral airways is mediated by beta2-

receptors.Auto- radiographic studies of human lung have confirmed that the beta-receptors of 

human airway smooth muscle from bronchi to terminal bronchioles are entirely of the beta2 

subtype (Carstairs et al., 1985). 

Beta-receptor dysfunction in asthma 

The suggestion that there may be a defect in beta receptor function in asthma provided a great 

impetus to research and the question is still unresolved. While the defects in peripheral beta-

receptor function described in asthmatic subjects can largely be ascribed to the effects of 

prior adrenergic therapy, it is still not certain whether airway smooth muscle beta-receptor 

function is impaired, largely because of the difficulties in obtaining asthmatic airways to 

study in vitro.Asthmatic subjects are apparently less responsive to inhaled beta-agonists than 

normal subjects (Barnes et al., 1983). But this could be explained by reduced aerosol 

penetration or by functional antagonism (a larger dose of beta- agonist is required to reverse a 

greater initial degree of bronchoconstriction), rather than a defect in airway beta-receptors. 

Recent observations in asthmatic airways in vitro, however, suggest that there is a reduced 

relaxant response to isoprenaline with no evidence of an increase in responsiveness to 

spasmogens (Goldie et al., 1986). Beta-adrenoceptors functions in asthmatic airways have 

recently been reviewed. 

Alpha-adrenoceptors 

Alpha-receptors which mediate contraction of airway smooth muscle have been demonstrated 

in many species, including human (Kneussl et al., 1978).  Although it may only be possible to 

demonstrate their presence under certain conditions. Human peripheral lung strips contract 
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with alpha-agonists, although it is likely that contractile elements other than airway smooth 

muscle are responsible (Black et al., 1981).Autoradiography studies confirm a very low 

density of alpha,-receptors in smooth muscle of large airways, but have revealed a 

surprisingly high density in small airways. 

Alpha-receptor subtypes 

The classical alpha-receptor which mediates contractile effects is the alpha,-receptor, which 

is selectively blocked by prazosin, whereas prejunctional alpha receptors, mediating negative 

feedback of noradrenalin release, are alpha2-receptors and selectively blocked by yohimbine. 

More recently, alpha2-receptors have also been found postjunctionally. In dog tracheal 

smooth muscle the contractile response to both sympathetic nerve stimulation and to 

exogenous alpha-agonists is mediated almost entirely by alpha2-receptors and the majority of 

alpha-receptors measured by radioligand binding in the same tissue are of this subtype." The 

role of alpha2-receptors in human airways is not yet certain.  

Apha-receptors  

There is some evidence that alpha-adrenergic responses may be increased in asthma and may, 

therefore, contribute to bronchial hyperresponsiveness. The alpha-agonist methoxamine 

causes bronchoconstriction in asthmatic but not in normal subjects, even in the absence of 

beta-blockade (Black et al., 1982). This suggests that alpha-adrenergic responses may be 

increased in the airways of asthmatics. No alpha-adrenergic response can be demonstrated in 

normal canine or human smooth muscle in vitro, even after beta-blockade, but in diseased 

human airways or after pretreatment of normal canine airways with histamine or serotonin a 

marked alpha adrenergic contractile response is seen, (Black et al., 1982) suggesting an 

activation of alpha-adrenergic responses by mediators or disease. Similar activation of alpha-

adrenergic responses can also be demonstrated in vivo.' This suggests that inflammatory 

mediators may 'turn on' alpha-adrenergic responses in asthma. The mechanism for this 

activation does not involve any change in density or affinity of alpha-receptors in airway 

smooth muscle and is likely to be a post-receptor mechanism, possibly involving voltage-

dependent calcium channels (Black et al., 1982).In a guinea pig model of asthma there is an 

increase in lung alpha,-receptors, although no increased alpha-adrenergic responsiveness has 

been found in airway smooth muscle.41 If exaggerated alpha-adrenergic responsiveness of 

airway smooth muscle were an important factor in bronchial hyperresponsiveness, then 

alpha-blockers should be beneficial in asthma. Alpha-antagonists, such as phentolamine and 
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thymoxamine, have been shown to inhibit bronchoconstriction induced by histamine, allergen 

and exercise, but such drugs lack specificity and their protective effects may be explained by 

their pharmacological actions such as antihistamine activity. The specific alpha,-blocker 

prazosin given by inhalation has no bronchodilator effect in asthmatics, who readily 

bronchodilate with a beta-agonist, suggesting that an alpha-hyperresponsiveness does not 

contribute to resting bronchomotor tone in asthma ( Barnes et al.,1981).Similarly, prazosin 

has no effect on histamine-induced bronchoconstriction, but has a weak protective effect 

against exercise-induced bronchospasm, which may be explained by an effect on bronchial 

blood flow rather than on airway smooth muscle. It is possible that stimulation of alpha-

receptors may, if anything, be beneficial in asthma since adrenaline prevents micro vascular 

leakage in guinea pig airways via alpha,-receptor stimulation, and alpha2-agonists inhibit 

both cholinergic and NANC constrictor nerve effects prejunctionally ( Grundstrom et 

al.,1985). 

 Cholinergic receptors 

Acetylcholine released from cholinergic nerves causes contraction of airway smooth muscle 

by activation of muscarinic receptors which are blocked by atropine. There is a close 

association between receptor occupation and stimulation of PI hydrolysis but the contraction 

curve is well to the left and maximum contraction is obtained when only about 20% of 

receptors are occupied, indicating the existence of 'spare' receptors. This is confirmed by the 

use of phenoxybenzamine which irreversibly alkylates muscarinic receptors and with 

progressive loss of receptors, although there is a rightward shift in the concentration response 

curve, the maximum response is only reduced when receptor density falls below 20%." Direct 

receptor binding studies have demonstrated a high density of muscarinic receptors in smooth 

muscle of large airways, and this has been confirmed autoradiographically (Barnes et al., 

1983). The density of muscarinic receptors decreases as airways become smaller, so that 

terminal bronchioles are almost devoid of muscarinic receptors (Barnes et al., 1983). This is 

consistent with physiological studies in dogs using tantalum bronchography, showing that 

vagal stimulation has a marked effect on large airways but little effect on bronchioles(Ingram 

et al.,1973). In humans, anticholinergic drugs have more effect on large than on small 

airways, as measured by helium-oxygen flow-volume curves, whereas beta-agonists relax all  

airways. 

Muscarinic receptor subtypes 
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Recent evidence from binding and functional studies with selective antagonists suggests that 

muscarinic receptors may be sub classified into at least three types, and four distinct receptor 

proteins have now been cloned, although there is still considerable confusion about 

terminology ( Eglen  et al.,1986). In gut, pirenzepine selectivity blocks muscarinic receptors 

on ganglia, which are termed M1-receptors, but not those on smooth muscle which are 

designated M2-receptors. In airway smooth muscle, as expected, there is no evidence for M l- 

receptors, since pirenzepine has low affinity in both inhibition of receptor binding and in 

blocking PI hydrolysis (Madison et al., 1987). Recently it has been possible to demonstrate 

M1-receptors in human cholinergic reflex pathway, probably localized to ganglia. It has also 

been possible to demonstrate a different type of muscarinic receptor in postganglionic airway 

nerves, since in cat and guinea pig the non-competitive antagonist gallamine selectively 

inhibits a muscarinic receptor on cholinergic nerve terminals which enhances acetylcholine 

release and has little inhibitory effect on acetylcholine in airway smooth muscle. This 

suggests that acetylcholine inhibits its release from cholinergic nerves via an auto receptor 

which differs from the receptor on airway smooth muscle. Similar observations have recently 

been made in human airway smooth muscle in vitroand in vivo.Since the gallamine-sensitive 

receptor in heart is classified as an M2-receptor, it follows that the receptor on airway smooth 

muscle must be of a different subtype, and may be designated an M3-receptor. This receptor 

is selectively inhibited by the drugs 4-DAMP and hexahydorsila-difenidol, whereas the 

prejunctional M2-receptor is inhibited by gallamine, AF-DX 1 16 and the recently developed 

selective drug methoctramine. There is some evidence that the prejunctional M2-receptor 

may be dysfunctional in asthma, which would lead to exaggerated cholinergic reflex effects, 

and this may also account for the profound bronchoconstriction which may occur after beta-

blockade in asthma. 

2.8.3 Neuropeptides receptors 

Many different neuropeptides have now been localized to airway nerves in several species, 

including humans.There is increasing evidence that these peptides play a neurotransmitter or 

co-transmitter role, and may be the neurotransmitters of NANC nerves. These neuropeptides 

have effects on airway smooth muscle which are mediated by specific surface receptors. The 

functional significance of airway neuropeptides is still uncertain and will remain so until 

specific receptor antagonists become available. Both inhibitory and excitatory NANC nerves 

have been described; evidence is in favour of VIP as neurotransmitter of the inhibitory 
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nerves, and of substance P (SP) and related tachykinins as the neurotransmitters of excitatory 

nerves. 

2.8.4 VIP-receptors 

VIP is a potent relaxant of animal and human airways in vitro and is 50-100 times more 

potent than isoprenaline as a bronchodilator (Palmer et al., 1986). VIP is a potent 

bronchodilator in cats when given intravenously, but in human subjects the cardiovascular 

effects of the peptide prevent the infusion of a dose high enough to bronchodilate (Palmer et 

al., 1986). Inhaled VIP also has no bronchodilator effect in man, probably because it is not 

able to reach receptors on smooth muscle.VIP is the most favoured candidate as 

neurotransmitter of non-adrenergic inhibitory nerves in airways since in many respects it 

mimics NANC inhibitory nerve effects. VIP produces its effects by activation of specific 

receptors on airway smooth muscle and it is unaffected by beta-blockers, indomethacin or 

tetrodotoxin. VIP, like beta-agonists, stimulates adenylate cyclase in target cells and therefore 

increases cyclic AMP in lung tissue. Using an immunocytochemical method, it has been 

possible to demonstrate increases in cyclic AMP content of airway smooth muscle cells in 

several species. VIP-receptors have been identified by 1251-VIP binding in lung 

homogenates,( Robberecht et al.,1981) and the distribution of these receptors in lung has been 

studied by autoradiography ( Carstairs et al.,1986).VIP-receptors are found in several cell 

types, including smooth muscle of large airways, but not of small airways, which is 

consistent with the lack of effect of VIP in relaxing small airways, although isoprenaline 

relaxes both large and small airways to an equal extent. The lack of VIP-receptors in small 

airway smooth muscle is also in keeping with the paucity of VIP-immunoreactive nerves, and 

with the lack of NANC inhibitory nerves in small airways. Peptide histidine isoleucine (PHI) 

which exists in humans, with a terminal methionine (PHM), is closely related in structure to 

VIP and is coded by the same gene. It has similar effects to VIP and is equipotent in relaxing 

airways smooth muscle. It may activate the same receptors, although evidence now suggests 

that it may have different receptors since it has a different potency from VIP on vascular 

smooth muscle. 

2.8.5. Tachykinins receptors 

Substance P is localized to sensory nerves in the airways and may be released as part of an 

axon reflex.SP constricts airway smooth muscle of animals and humans in vitro by activating 

specific receptors. In vivo SP infusion causes bronchoconstriction in animals which may be 
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partially blocked with atropine, suggesting that SP release of acetylcholine may contribute to 

its bronchoconstrictor effect ( Robberecht et al.,1981). Autoradiographic studies using 

labeled SP have demonstrated high densities of SP receptors on smooth muscle of guinea pig 

and human airways from large airways down to terminal bronchioles. Recently, related 

peptides (tachykinins) have been isolated from the mammalian nervous systemfi.Neurokinins 

A and B appear to activate distinct receptors which have been termed NK-2 and NK-3 

receptors, respectively, whereas SP activates NK- 1 receptors ( Buck et al.,1986). In airway 

smooth muscle of several species, including humans, the order of potency is NKA > NKB > 

SP (NKA being about 100-fold more potent than SP), indicating an NK-2 receptor. This 

suggests that NKA is the endogenous bronchoconstrictor tachykinins. This has recently been 

confirmed in human subjects in vivo, since infused and inhaled NKA causes 

bronchoconstriction with little cardiovascular effect,( Joos et al.,1987)  whereas SP has 

profound cardiovascular actions but no bronchoconstrictor effect." Tachykinins appear to 

cause airway smooth muscle contraction by stimulating PI hydrolysis and, as expected, NKA 

is more potent than NKB or sp." Mechanical removal of airway epithelium markedly 

enhances the contractile response to NKA in guinea pig trachea, and a similar effect is 

produced in the presence of phosphoramidon, an inhibitor of the major degrading enzyme 

(enkephalinase)." Thus, loss of epithelium in asthma may enhance the effects of tachykinins 

released from sensory nerves, since degradation would be prevented by loss of the enzyme 

contained in epithelial cells. 

2.8.6 Other neuropeptides 

Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) is also localized to sensory nerves in airways and 

contracts on human bronchi in vitro. Autoradiographic mapping of CGRP receptors in human 

and guinea pig lung have shown a high density of receptors in airway blood vessels, 

suggesting that CGRP may regulate airway blood flow. Neuropeptides Y (NPY) is a co 

transmitter of nor adrenaline but has no direct effect on airway smooth muscle, but modulates 

cholinergic nerve effects via a prejunctional receptor. This suggests that NPY receptors are 

localized to cholinergic nerve terminals rather than to airway smooth muscle. 

2.8.8. Mediator receptors 

Many inflammatory mediators have effects on airway smooth muscle and produce their 

effects by activation of specific receptors on airway smooth muscle cells. Several mediators 

produce their effects indirectly on airway smooth muscle, either by activating 
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bronchoconstrictor nerves or by releasing bronchoconstrictor mediators from other 

inflammatory cells. Indeed, there is increasing emphasis on the concept that asthma is, to a 

considerable degree, an inflammatory disease.  

Histamine receptors 

Histamine produces its effects by activation of H1- and H2-receptors. Inhaled histamine 

causes bronchoconstriction in vivo and contraction of large and small human airways in vitro 

by activating H1-receptors, which are antagonized by the classical antihistamines such as 

chlorpheniramine. H1-receptors have been identified in guinea pig and human lung 

homogenates. HI-receptors have been characterized in bovine tracheal smooth muscle by 

[3H]-pyrilamine binding; there is a close relationship between HI-receptor occupancy and 

stimulation of PI turnover by histamine, indicating that HI-receptors may lead to contraction 

by stimulating PI hydrolysis and release of intracellular calcium, as in other tissues. There is 

also a close association between the contractile response and H2-receptor occupancy in this 

tissue, indicating that there are no 'spare' receptors. The role of H2-receptors in airways is less 

certain (Buckner et al., 1986). In some species H2-receptors mediate bronchodilatation. 

Human peripheral lung strips may also relax with histamine, although this is likely to reflect 

the presence of vascular smooth muscle in these preparations. In vivo H2-receptor 

antagonists have no effect on the bronchoconstrictor effect of histamine, suggesting that H2-

receptors do not play a role in regulating human airway smooth muscle tone. 

 Prostanoid receptors 

Prostaglandin receptors have not been well characterized since few specific antagonists are 

available. Prostacyclin receptors have been identified in guinea pig lung by measuring 

activation of adenylate cyclase and by direct receptor binding. These receptors are probably 

localized to pulmonary vessels, rather than airways, since prostacyclin has little effect on 

airway smooth muscle. PGD2 and PGF2, are potent constrictors of human airways in vitro 

and in vivo,presumably by activation of specific receptors in airway smooth muscle.' PGD2 

enhances histamine and methacholine responsiveness, possibly via participation of a 

thromboxane receptor. Thromboxane A2 is also a potent bronchoconstrictor which activates 

specific receptors and specific thromboxane receptor antagonists have recently been 

developed.Leukotriene receptors There has been considerable interest in the role of 

leukotriene B4 and the sulphidopeptide leukotrienes C4, D4 and E4 (which comprise slow-

reacting substance of anaphylaxis) in the pathogenesis of asthma.Leukotrienes produce their 
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effects by activating specific, and probably distinct, receptors which have recently been 

identified using [3HI-labelled leukotrienes. LTB4 has potent chemotactic activity, 

particularly for neutrophils, and has little direct effect on airway smooth muscle. Functional 

studies with sulphidopeptide leukotrienes have indicated that there may be discrete receptors 

for LTC4 and LTD4 in guinea pig lung,(Buckner et al.,1986) an binding studies have 

confirmed that there are two distinct binding sites in lung homogenates which correspond 

with the functional LTC4 and LTD4 receptors. LTE4 appears to bind to the D4 receptor but, 

although it is less potent than LTD4, it is more slowly metabolized and so may have a more 

significant functional effect and contribute to the prolonged duration of bronchoconstriction 

of leukotrienes. In human airways there may be only a single Leukotriene receptor, 

however.94 The signal transduction system of the LTD4 receptor has very recently been 

reviewed.94a The biochemical mechanisms by which LT receptors lead to contraction of 

airway smooth muscle have recently been investigated. Both LTC4 and LTD4 stimulate PI 

hydrolysis in guinea pig treachea, but LTC4 is significantly more potent and has a greater 

stimulatory effect (Grandordy et al., 1986). Functionally, the two LTs have a similar potency, 

however, and the greater effect of LTC4 may be related to the much higher number of 

binding sites. Both LTs also inhibit adenylate cyclase but, again, LTC4 is more potent than 

LTD4.Autoradiographic studies have mapped the distribution of LTC4 and D4 receptors in 

guinea pig lung (Carstairs et al., 1988). There appears to be a differential distribution, with 

LTC4 receptors being more widely distributed and present in higher density, particularly in 

airway smooth muscle, than LTD4 receptors. 

Platelet activating factor receptors 

Platelet activating factor (PAF) is a phospholipids which is a potent bronchoconstrictor in 

several animal species, including humans (Barnes et al., 1988). Bronchoconstriction is 

indirect, since PAF has no direct effect on airway smooth muscle in vitro and is presumed to 

interact with other cells, such as platelets, neutrophils, macrophages or eosinophils. PAF 

produces its effects by activation of specific receptors which have been identified by direct 

binding assays on human platelets, neutrophils and lung membranes.'" PAF receptors are 

presumably not present on human airway smooth muscle, since PAF has no direct constrictor 

effect, but may cause constriction in the presence of platelets.'°'PAF also causes micro 

vascular leakage in airways, which appears to be due to a direct action of PAF on airway 

vascular endothelial cells (Barnes et al., 1988). At least two cell surface receptors for 

adenosine have been recognized with the development of a series of adenosine analogues. Al-
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receptors are usually excitatory and associated with a fall in intracellular cyclic-AMP, 

whereas A2-receptors are usually inhibitory and associated with a rise in cyclic-AMP. 

Inhaled adenosine causes bronchoconstriction in asthmatic subjects (Barnes et al., 1988). 

Adenosine relaxes guinea pig airways by an A2-receptor and has little effect on isolated 

human airways in vitro, suggesting that the bronchoconstrictor effect may be indirect, 

possibly by potentiating inflammatory mediator release. Theophylline is a specific antagonist 

of both Al- and A2-receptors, but there is evidence against this as its major mechanism of 

bronchodilatation, since an analogue of theophylline, enprofylline, is a more potent 

bronchodilator, without significant adenosine antagonism. 

 Bradykinin receptors 

Bradykinin is a potent bronchoconstrictor when given by inhalation to asthmatic subjects, 

being significantly more potent than methacholine, but has little effect on human airways in 

vitro, suggesting that its bronchoconstrictor action is indirect, and that human airway smooth 

muscle does not have a significant population of bradykinin receptors.' Bradykinin releases 

prostaglandins in several species, suggesting that its effects might be mediated via 

bronchoconstrictor prostaglandins, but aspirin has no inhibitory effect.' To some extent the 

bronchoconstrictor effect is diminished by anticholinergic drugs, implicating a vagal 

cholinergic reflex. There is evidence that bradykinin may activate C-fibre afferent nerve 

endings in bronchi, so that the effect of bradykinin may be due to a cholinergic reflex and 

also due to release of bronchoconstrictor sensory neuropeptides via a local (axon) reflex. Two 

receptor subtypes (designated B, and B2) have been recognized using peptide analogues of 

bradykinin and there is some evidence that experimental inflammation may enhance the 

responsiveness of B, receptors. 

2.9 REMODELING OF THE AIRWAYS 

 Tissue remodeling refers to modification to the normal composition and structural 

organization of tissues, which usually occur in response to various mechanical or physiologic 

forms of stress. Remodeling occurs in a wide range of tissues and organs, including the skin, 

blood vessels, heart, gastrointestinal tract, airways, and lung, and can be observed in almost 

all tissues susceptible to chronic injury, inflammation, or both. Acute inflammation is a 

beneficial, nonspecific response of tissues to injury and generally leads to repair and 

restoration of the normal structure and function. In contrast, asthma represents a chronic 

inflammatory process of the airways followed by healing. The end result may be an altered 
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structure referred to as a remodeling of the airways. Repair involves replacement of injured 

tissue by parenchyma cells of the same type and replacement by connective tissue and its 

maturation into scar tissue. In asthma, the repair process can be followed by complete or 

altered restitution of airways structure and function, presenting as fibrosis and an increase in 

smooth muscle and mucus gland mass.  

The precise mechanisms of remodeling of the airways are under tense study. Airways 

remodeling is of concern because it may represent an irreversible process that can have more 

serious sequelae such as the development of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. 

Observations in children with asthma indicate that some loss of lung function may occur 

during the first 5 years of life. Of greatest concern is that no current therapies have been 

shown to alter either early decreased lung growth or later increased loss of lung function.  

Structural  changes  to  the  lung  are  consistently  observed  in  asthmatic airways  in  the 

presence of persistent  inflammation. Thickening of  the basement membrane,  sub epithelial  

fibrosis,  airway  smooth  muscle  growth,  epithelial proliferation,  and  increased  blood  

vessels  and mucous  glands  all  contribute  to remodeling  of  the  airways. The  lamina  

reticularis,  situated  just  below  the basement membrane  separates  the  airway  epithelium  

from  the mesenchyme.  In asthma  the presence of additional collagen,  fibronectin, and 

glycoprotein’s  in  the lamina  reticularis  creates  a membrane which  is  two  to  three  times  

thicker  than normal. The  airway  wall  is  further  thickened  by  the  accumulation  and 

proliferation of myofibroblasts (a fibroblast and smooth muscle intermediate that expresses  

smooth muscle  actin)  causing  fibrosis  underlying  the  epithelium. The composition of the 

ECM can also be altered in asthma.  Increased  collagen deposition  and  the  appearance  of  

thickened  or  fragmented  cross-linking  elastin fibers contribute to an abnormal ECM.  ASM 

cell size and proliferation is consistently increased in asthmatic airways.  Pepe  and  

colleagues  (2005)  observed  that  ASM  cells  from  bronchial biopsies of individuals with 

severe asthma were approximately three times larger than  those  of  healthy  subjects. 

Greater ASM mass  not  only  affects  airway thickness  but  it may  also  impede  

lengthening  during muscle  contraction, which contributes to AHR.Remodeling may also 

include changes to the vasculature of the airways.  

Increase in new blood vessel formation and the size of those vessels is observed in mild to 

severe forms of the disease.  The  newly  formed  vessels  are  often hyperpermeable,  

increasing  edema which  creates  swelling  and  further  stiffening of the lung.Mucous 
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glands, normally restricted to the upper airways, may be present in peripheral bronchioles in 

asthma. These glands are often enlarged and together with an increased goblet cell presence 

produce excessive mucous that occludes the airways. Collectively, the structural and 

physiological changes observed in the asthmatic lung act to further narrow airways and 

inhibit normal breathing.    

 Many  of  the  same  cell  types  responsible  for  the  propagation  of inflammation  in  

asthma  are  also  implicated  in  remodeling  of  the  airways. Eosinophils involved in 

remodeling and fibrosis of the lung by stimulating growth factors, elastase and 

metalloproteases. Mast cells may also promote fibrosis  by  activating  the  migration  and  

proliferation  of  fibroblasts  and  the synthesis  of  collagen.  Macrophages  secrete  growth  

factors,  cytokines  and proteinases capable  of  degrading  ECM  components  by  alveolar  

macrophages, linking  these  cells  to  the  regulation  of  airway  remodeling.  Lastly, 

neutrophils release MMP-9, involved in smooth muscle proliferation, and elastase, which is 

responsible for the degradation of elastic fibers in the ECM.. 

2.10. CONSEQUENCE OF AIRWAY REMODELING 

    The clinical consequences of airway remodeling include fixed airway obstruction and 

increased AHR (Fiscus et al., 2001). It is not known which specific structural changes 

contribute to these losses in lung function and the relationship between individual 

components of airway remodeling and airway function is complex, particularly when 

assessed in univariate models. Many investigators have reported a correlation between 

subepithelial fibrosis and AHR or FEV1 however; this was not found in all studies (Brewster 

et al., 1990). Total airway wall thickness as measured by high-resolution computed 

tomography (HRCT) (Boulet et al., 1995) is increased after methacholine challenge 

(Okinawa et al., 1996) but did not correlate with AHR or FEV1. Furthermore, airway 

remodeling changes may be seen in children, independent of inflammatory or lung function 

changes (Jenkins et al., 2003a, 2003b) While remodeling may theoretically have some 

beneficial physiological effects, these are outweighed by the deleterious effects contributing 

to airway narrowing (McFarland et al., 2003). The potential beneficial effects include, firstly, 

that increased airway wall thickness could enable the airways to resist dynamic compression 

as a result of increased airway wall stiffness; secondly, that the deposition of collagen fibres 

around the smooth muscle could provide an elastic impedance to contraction; and thirdly, that 

the distortion and folding of thickened remodeled tissue that occurs with smooth muscle 
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contraction may provide a greater than normal elastic load on the muscle. Conversely, the 

structural changes of remodeling can have significant undesirable effects on airway 

resistance. Hyperplasia of the mucus-secreting goblet cells will contribute to luminal 

narrowing. The ability of the airway wall to respond to bronchodilators may be considerably 

impaired by the remodeling sequence (Wilson et al., 1993). A smooth muscle layer of greater 

volume will narrow the airway lumen more than a lesser volume (Moreno et al., 1986; Wiggs 

et al., 1992).Furthermore, mathematical models have predicted that an increase in the volume 

of the airway wall on the luminal side of the smooth muscle layer will greatly increase the 

effect of smooth muscle contraction in narrowing the lumen of an airway (Moreno et al., 

1986; James et al., 1989a, 1989b; Wiggs et al., 1992). Thickening of the adventitial side will 

have a similar effect (Macklem, 1995). An increase in the adventitial wall area will act to 

reduce airway smooth muscle (ASM) parenchymal load by acting as a buffer from recoil 

caused by stretching of the parenchyma and reducing the load per unit area (Pare & Bai, 

1995; McParland et al., 2003). This will allow an increased velocity and degree of smooth 

muscle shortening that could cause airway closure before the end of the expiration cycle. So 

the combined effect of ASM hyperplasia and airway wall thickening is the generation of a 

greater degree of airway narrowing and airway resistance for a given level of smooth muscle 

shortening (James et al., 1989a, 1989b). This may explain the failure of deep inspiration in 

asthmatics to elicit a maintained dilatation of the airways and the loss of the plateau response 

in moderate to severe asthma (Fernandes et al., 2003). Finally, it has been suggested that 

smooth muscle adapts to a shorter length during the acute and chronic smooth muscle 

shortening in airway remodelling (McParland et al., 2003).Taken together, these findings 

suggest that the sum effect of airway remodelling changes is a greater degree of airway 

narrowing that results in increased airway resistance and hyper responsiveness. 

2.11. MECHANISMS OF AIRWAY REMODELING 

2.11.1 Epithelial alterations 

Morphologic changes to the airway epithelium are a key feature of airway remodeling in 

asthmatic patients. Epithelial alterations in asthmatic patients include shedding of the 

epithelium, loss of ciliated cells, goblet cell hyperplasia, and up regulation of growth factors, 

cytokines, and chemokines. many reports have also suggested that the barrier function of the 

airway epithelium in asthmatic patients is dysfunctional, exhibiting a breakdown in epithelial 

tight junction integrity along with impaired repair after injury. However, it is important to 
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note that epithelial changes are not a characteristic feature only of asthma and can be 

observed in patients with various pathologic conditions of the lung. 

 

             Figure 2.11.Airway remodeling in chronic inflammation.[fig. from textbook] 

2.11.2 Mucus secretion and goblet cells 

Mucus hyper secretion of the mucin MUC5AC and MUC5B by goblet cells is a 

pathophysiologic feature of airway remodeling in asthmatic patients. The origin of these 

goblet cells is not well understood, although Clara cells and ciliated cells have been 

implicated as goblet cell progenitors. TH2 cytokines (predominantly IL-9 and IL-13), as well 

as IL-1b, TNF-a, and COX-2 and their associated intracellular signaling pathways, have been 

shown to be involved in the up regulation of mucin synthesis and the development of goblet 

cell hyperplasia. 

2.11.3 Sub epithelial fibrosis 

Fibroblasts are large, flat stellate cells that reside in close proximity to the basal epithelium. 

In an inflammatory environment such as the asthmatic airway, fibroblasts are activated/ 

differentiated into myofibroblasts, which secrete proinflammatory mediators and extracellular 

matrix (ECM) proteins, including collagens I, III, and V; fibronectin; tenascin; lumican; and 

biglycan. The ECM compartment of the airway wall is dynamic, reflecting the net balance of 

synthesis and degradation that is regulated by the actions of matrix metalloproteinase’s 

(MMPs) and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs). However, a shift in this balance 

toward increased matrix deposition results in fibrosis, leading to altered structure and 
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abnormal mechanical properties (Phipps et al., 2004). In asthmatic patients susceptibility to 

injury and aberrant repair responses result in persistent activation of fibroblasts, leading to 

subepithelial fibrosis.  

2.11.4Increased smooth muscle mass 

ASM cells constitute the main structural cells within the bronchi, and the remodeling of ASM 

is considered to be the primary cause of airway obstruction. This is because in asthmatic 

airways ASM mass significantly increases because of ASM cell proliferation (hyperplasia) 

and increased cell size (hypertrophy). Additionally, the migration of ASM cells toward the 

epithelium is a contributing factor. In addition to structural changes, ASM cells participate in 

the inflammatory and remodeling process through the expression of cellular adhesion 

molecules (CAMs), receptors for cytokines (eg, TNF-a), chemokines (RANTES, eotaxin, 

macrophage inflammatory protein 1a, and IL-8), and Toll-like receptors. Wide range of 

inflammatory mediators, such as TNF-a, IL-1b, and IFN-g, have been shown to induce the 

expression of intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM-1) and vascular cell adhesion molecule 

(VCAM-1) on cultured ASM cells. The surface expression of CAMs by ASM cells might be 

pivotal in regulating interactions with a variety of inflammatory cells, including eosinophils 

and T cells (Al-Ramli et al., 2009).  

2.11.5 Angiogenesis 

Accumulating evidence has indicated an abnormal increase in the number and size of micro 

vessels within bronchial tissue in remodeled airways. This has been observed mainly below 

the basal lamina in the space between the muscle layer and the surrounding parenchyma 

(Pepe et al., 2005). An imbalance between vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and 

angiopoietin-1 has been shown to be involved in these abnormalities. In fact, VEGF acts by 

increasing the permeability of these abnormal blood vessels, resulting in vessel dilation and 

edema, which contribute to airway narrowing. In addition to providing nutrition to the 

airways, these vessels are the source of inflammatory cells and plasma-derived mediators and 

cytokines (van Rensen et al., 2005). 
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2.12 CLINICAL RELEVANCE OF REMODELING IN ASTHMA 

2.12.1 Structural-physiologic relationship  

Remodeling is assumed to result in persistent airflow limitation, a decrease in lung function, 

and AHR. Structural changes in the asthmatic airway particularly increased smooth muscle 

mass, angiogenesis, and sub epithelial fibrosis, have been correlated with airflow limitation. 

(Pepe et al., 2005), cellular infiltration in the asthmatic airways is associated with a decrease 

in lung function (van Rensen et al., 2005) the relationship between airway remodeling and 

AHR, on the other hand, is more elusive. A study on asthmatic children has demonstrated that 

the degree of bronchial hyperresponsiveness and presumably airway remodeling early in life 

is predictive of impaired lung function later. However, although structural changes are 

thought to enhance AHR, especially increased smooth muscle mass in the asthmatic airway, 

(Pepe et al., 2005) one study in patients with severe asthma has demonstrated that airway 

reactivity to methacholine is inversely correlated with airway wall thickening, as assessed by 

means of noninvasive high-resolution computerized tomographic scanning. The mechanical 

properties of altered ASM are a plausible explanation for this surprising data. Recently, 

Siddiqui et al studied the mechanism of AHR in asthmatic patients and demonstrated that 

mast cell localization in ASM bundles, but not structural remodeling of the airway wall, was 

associated with AHR in asthmatic patients. 

2.12.2 Asthma exacerbation and remodeling 

The role of asthma exacerbations in airway remodeling has attracted many recent studies. The 

increased levels of proinflammatory cytokines and remodeling genes, including tenascin, 

procollagen I, procollagen III, heat shock protein (Al-Ramli et al.,2009), and a smooth 

muscle actin, have been shown in endobronchial biopsy specimens from patients with mild 

asthma after allergen inhalation. Interestingly, although these inflammatory markers resolved 

within days of the exacerbation, the remodeling markers persisted (Phipps et al., 2004). 

Additionally, although no histopathology evidence of remodeling was documented; Bai et al 

have demonstrated a greater decrease in lung function associated with a higher frequency of 

asthma exacerbations in nonsmoking patients with moderate-to-severe asthma who were 

followed for at least 5 years. Although low-dose inhaled steroids might reduce acute 

exacerbations in patients with mild persistent asthma, it seems that this intervention has no 

effect in mitigating the decrease in lung function. 
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2.12.3Viral infection and remodeling 

Viral infections are major triggers of acute asthma exacerbations. Human rhinoviruses, 

including new species, are the most common triggers in children and adults. After viral 

infection,an Inflammatory cascade is initiated with significant release of Inflammatory 

mediators, including proinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, interferon’s, and growth 

factors. Recently shown that cultured epithelial cells infected with rhinovirus express markers 

that play major roles in remodeling, including amphiregulin (an epidermal growth factor that 

alters the repair process), activin A (a member of TGF-b super family), and VEGF (amajor 

proangiogenic activator in asthmatic airways) (Leigh et al., 2008). The susceptibility to viral 

infections in asthmatic patients is not limited to epithelial cells. In fact, rhinovirus has been 

detected in subepithelial layers and cells, including fibroblasts in asthmatic airways, probably 

because of a disrupted and inflamed epithelium (Papadopoulos et al., 2000). It was recently 

found that fibroblasts from asthmatic patients enhance the replication of rhinovirus and 

induce a subsequent vigorous proinflammatory response with IL-6 and IL-8 production. 

Furthermore, such rhinovirus replication was augmented in TGF-b–treated fibroblasts from 

asthmatic patients. The cytopathic effects of viral infection on epithelial cells predispose to an 

acute Inflammatory response and could enhance airway remodeling (Contoli et al., 2006). 

2.12.4Tobacco smoking and remodeling 

Tobacco smoking is relatively prevalent among asthmatic patients, reaching up to 20%. (Jha 

et al., 2002).Its contributions to asthma severity, airway inflammation, accelerated decrease in 

lung function, and impaired responses to corticosteroid therapy have been recently 

recognized (Contoli et al., 2006).Several inflammatory and structural changes have been 

demonstrated in non asthmatic smokers, which include increased cellular inflammatory 

infiltration; increased expression of certain cytokines, such as IL-1b and IL-8; and increased 

deposition of tenascin and laminin under the basement membrane. However, little is known 

about the effect of smoking on structural changes in asthmatic airways. It has been shown 

that tobacco smoking can alter the inflammatory profile in asthmatic airways, as shown by 

abundant neutrophilia in the induced sputum of smoking asthmatic patients (Jha et al., 2002). 

In addition, the large airways of smoking asthmatic patients show reduced numbers of CD831 

mature dendritic cells and B cells, which might render these patients less responsive to 

corticosteroid therapy and more susceptible to infection. Moreover, increased expression of 
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arginase I and ornithine decarboxylase in the airways of smoking compared with nonsmoking 

asthmatic patients has also been reported. In a small but interesting study analyzing bronchial 

biopsy specimens from steroid-naive young patients with mild asthma, the bronchial mucosa 

from smoking asthmatic patients showed squamous cell metaplasia and increased expression 

of neutrophil elastase, IFN-g, and IL-8, which might contribute to an impaired response to 

therapy and poor clinical outcome compared with non smoking asthmatic patients has also 

been reported (Leigh et al., 2008). young patients with mild asthma, the bronchial mucosa 

from smoking asthmatic patients showed squamous cell metaplasia and increased expression 

of neutrophil elastase, IFN-g, and IL-8, which might contribute to an impaired response to 

therapy and poor clinical outcome 

2.13 Effect of current asthma treatments on airway remodeling 

Beta-2 agonist and anticholinergic drugs 

Few data are available regarding the potential effects of bronchodilators on structural 

alterations in airway remodeling. The short-acting beta-2 adrenergic receptor agonist, 

salbutamol, and the long-acting agent, salmeterol, both decrease EGF-stimulated proliferation 

of human tracheal smooth muscle cells obtained at autopsy from patients without history of 

asthma (Kassel et al., 2008). In non asthmatic ASM, salbutamol also inhibits mitogen-

induced proliferation (Tomlinson et al., 1994; Bonacci & Stewart, 2006) through an increase 

in intracellular cAMP concentration (Tomlinson et al., 1995). Treating these cells with 

salbutamol inhibits TNF-α-induced GM-CSF release (Halls worth et al., 2001) whereas it 

does not affect bFGF-induced GM-CSF levels (Bonacci &Stewart, 2006). Neither salmeterol 

nor formoterol reduce TGF-β-stimulated CTGF, collagen I or fibronectin production by 

asthmatic ASM (Burgess et al., 2006). In a guinea-pig model of allergic asthma, treatment 

with the long-acting anticholinergic tiotropium bromide prevents the increase in ASM mass 

(Gosens et al., 2005). Although the above-mentioned in vitro findings suggest some potential 

mechanisms, the hypothetic impact of beta-2 agonist and anticholinergic agents on airway 

remodeling has not been demonstrated to date in severe asthmatic patients. 

Corticosteroids 

Despite high dose administration of corticosteroid, severe refractory asthmatic patients 

remain uncontrolled and exhibit a fixed airflow obstruction. This may be due, at least in part, 

to ineffectiveness of this major anti-inflammatory treatment in reversing the airway 
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remodeling process. For example, dexamethasone does not reduce the proliferative properties 

of fibroblast derived from patients with severe asthma (Kraft et al., 2001). It was even shown 

that dexamethasone selectively induces G1-S phase cell cycle transition in fibroblasts 

cultured from subjects with moderate asthma (Fouty et al., 2006). In fact, the lack of an 

antiproliferative effect of glucocorticoids has been confirmed in asthmatic ASM (Roth et al., 

2004). This latter study has emphasized the key role of the antiproliferative transcription 

factor, CCAAT-enhancer binding proteins (c/EBP). Indeed, the proliferation of ASM from 

patients with moderate-to-severe asthma and the failure of glucocorticoids to inhibit that 

proliferation in vitro resulted from an absence or a lower expression of c/EBPα (Roth et al., 

2004; Borger et al., 2009). In addition, treatment with OCS for 2 weeks did not alter the 

immunoreactivity of TGF-β in bronchial biopsy specimens from moderate to severe 

asthmatics (Chakir et al., 2003). However, recent studies on the effect of ICS/LABA 

combination therapy on airway structural changes have yielded divergent results. On the one 

hand, in a 52-week parallel group study of 127 uncontrolled asthmatics, (Pavord et al.,2009) 

have compared the effect of budesonide/formoterol 200/6 µg  twice daily and as needed with 

budesonide/formoterol 800/12 µg twice daily. Both regimens reduced reticular basement 

membrane thickness compared to baseline over 12months although no other data on 

alternative biomarkers of airway remodeling were evaluated. On the other hand, in a 

crossover study, 14 mild atopic asthmatic patients received one of 3 different treatment 

regimens, i.e. placebo, inhaled budesonide and inhaled budesonide/formoterol, for 11 days 

each (Kelly et al., 2010). The combination therapy (budesonide/formoterol) attenuated 

allergen inhalation challenge induced-increase in the number of myofibroblasts in the 

subepithelial compartment. These findings suggest that inhaled 

budesonide/formoteroltreatment could inhibit the dynamic process of myofibroblast 

recruitment (Kelly et al., 2010). 

Leukotriene antagonist 

In a mouse model of chronic ovalbumin (OVA) sensitization, it has been shown that the 

cysteinyl leukotriene receptor antagonist,montelukast, significantly prevents ASM 

hyperplasia and subepithelial fibrosis (Henderson et al., 2002, 2006). In humans, montelukast 

also blocked cytokine-primed proliferation (Espinosa et al., 2003) and PDGF-induced 

migration of ASM obtained from nonasthmatic subjects (Parameswaran et al., 2002). 

Moreover, the effect of leukotriene D4 combined with EGF on proteoglycan synthesis by 

ASM cells from non asthmatic donors was also inhibited by montelukast (Potter-Perigoet al., 
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2004). Finally, an ultrastructural study conducted in mild asthmatic subjects has shown that 8 

weeks of treatment with montelukast reduce the number of myofibroblasts present in the 

airways following high-dose allergen challenge (Kelly et al., 2006).Nevertheless; no clinical 

trial has assessed the effect of Leukotriene receptor antagonist on airway remodeling in 

severe asthma. 

Phosphodiesterase inhibitors 

Theophylline is currently used as second- or third-line anti-inflammatory therapy in asthma 

and drug development of selective phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE4) inhibitors in asthma is still 

somewhat recent. So far, the potent role of phosphodiesterase inhibitors in targeting airway 

remodeling has only been studied in animal models and in vitro experiments. There is 

preliminary evidence that the PDE4- selective inhibitor, roflumilast, suppresses subepithelial 

fibrosis and epithelial hypertrophy in a murine model of allergic asthma (Kumar et al., 2003). 

Theophylline affects the function of normal human lung fibroblasts as it inhibits both TGF-β-

induced collagen ImRNA expression and proliferation induced by fetal bovine serum (Yano 

et al., 2006).Finally, in bronchial rings from individuals without asthma, roflumilast inhibits 

TGF-β-induced ECM proteins accumulation (Burgess et al.,2006). As for the above-

mentioned classes of compounds, clinical trials assessing the effect of phosphodiesterase 

inhibitors on airway remodeling in severe asthma remain to be undertaken. 

 Anti-IgE therapy 

Omalizumab is an IgG1 monoclonal antibody that interacts with serum free IgE to generate 

small complexes (Corne et al., 1997). The resulting depletion in IgE has been confirmed in 

bronchi from subjects’ with mild to moderate asthma treated with Omalizumab for 16 weeks 

as a reduction in high-affinity IgE receptor expression, eosinophils number in both epithelial 

and submucosal compartments and cells staining for IL-4 (Djukanovic et al., 2004). In 419 

patients with inadequately controlled severe persistent asthma, treatment with Omalizumab 

for 28 weeks reduces the rate of clinically significant asthma exacerbations and emergency 

visits (Humbert et al., 2005). However, the effect of Omalizumab on airway remodeling 

remains unknown. Although the relationship between chronic inflammation and structural 

changes in asthma remains debated, it would be interesting to determine whether 

Omalizumab may have a beneficial effect on airway remodeling. 
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Hippocrates used the word asthma to describe episodic shortness of breath; however, the first 

detailed clinical description of the asthmatic patient was made by Aretaeus in the second 

century (Rosenblatt et al., 1976). An expert panel of the National Institutes of Health, the 

National Asthma Education and Prevention Program (NAEPP), has provided the following 

working definition of asthma (NHLBI, 1997). 

“Asthma is a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways in which many cells and cellular 

elements play a role: in particular, mast cells, eosinophils, T-lymphocytes, macrophages, 

neutrophils, and epithelial cells”. In susceptible individuals, this inflammation causes 

recurrent episodes of wheezing, breathlessness, chest tightness, and coughing, particularly at 

night or in the early morning. These episodes are usually associated with widespread but 

variable airflow obstruction that is often reversible either spontaneously or with treatment. 

The inflammation also causes an associated increase in the existing bronchial 

hyperresponsiveness (BHR) to a variety of stimuli. Reversibility of airflow limitation may be 

incomplete in some patients with asthma. This definition encompasses the important 

heterogeneity of the clinical presentation of asthma by describing the scientific and clinically 

accepted characteristics of asthma. 

2.14 EPIDEMIOLOGY 

An estimated 20.5 million persons in the United States have asthma (approximately 7% of the 

population) (American Lung Association, 2006).Asthma is the most common chronic disease 

among children, with approximately 6.5 million children affected in United States. The 

prevalence of asthma in the United States and worldwide has continued to increase. The 

prevalence rate is highest in children 5–17 years at 9.6% (American Lung Association, 2006). 

In the United States, as in other Western industrialized countries, the prevalence of asthma 

has reached epidemic proportions. Asthma accounts for 1.6% of all ambulatory care visits 

(13.7 million physician office visits and 1.0 million hospital outpatient visits) and results in 

more than 497,000 hospitalizations and 1.8 million emergency department visits per year. 

Although asthma is the third leading cause of preventable hospitalization, hospitalizations for 

asthma have decreased only slightly over the past 10 years to 17 per 10,000 populations. 

Children younger than 15 years of age have the highest rate of hospitalization at 31 per 

10,000 populations. Asthma accounts for more than 10 million missed school days per year. 

(American Lung Association, 2006)  The prevalence of disabling asthma in children has 

increased 232% over the past 20 years compared with a 113% increase from all other chronic 
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conditions in childhood. (Kelly et al., 2005). In young children (0 to 10 years of age), the risk 

of asthma is greater in boys than in girls, becomes about equal during puberty, and then is 

greater in women than in men. 

The natural history of asthma is still not well defined. Although asthma can occur at any time, 

it is principally a pediatric disease, with most patients being diagnosed by 5 years of age and 

up to 50% of children having symptoms by 2 years of age. Between 30% and 70% of children 

with asthma will improve markedly or become symptom-free by early adulthood; chronic 

disease persists in approximately 30% to 40% of patients, and generally 20% or less develops 

severe chronic disease. (NHLBI, 1997). Atopic status is the strongest indicator of persistence 

into adulthood, although initial severity also predicts severity as an adult (Reed et al., 2006). 

Other predictors of persistent adult asthma include onset during school age and presence of 

BHR. Diminished lung growth may occur in children with uncontrolled severe asthma but 

does not appear to occur in children with mild to moderate asthma. Most of the deficits in 

lung function growth occur in children whose symptoms begin during the first 3 years of life 

(National Institutes of Health, 2007). 

     In adults, most longitudinal studies have suggested a more rapid rate of decline in lung 

function in asthmatics than in normal volunteers, primarily reflected in forced expiratory 

volume in 1second (FEV1) ( Reed et al., 2006). However, the annual decline in FEV1 is less 

than in smokers or in patients with a diagnosis of emphysema. In general, individuals with 

less-frequent asthma attacks and normal lung function on initial assessment have higher 

remission rates, whereas smokers have the lowest remission and highest relapse rates. (Reed 

et al., 2006). The level of BHR tends to predict the rate of decline in FEV1, with a greater 

decline with high levels of BHR (National Institutes of Health, 2007).  Thus airways 

obstruction in asthma not only may become irreversible but also may worsen over time owing 

to airway remodeling (Bousquet et al., 2000). Many elderly patients with asthma have 

irreversible airways obstruction.  However, most patients do not die from long-term 

progression of their disease and their life span is not different from that of the general 

population. Although the prevalence of asthma is increasing in the United States, measures of 

significant morbidity (hospital admissions) and mortality from acute exacerbations of asthma 

have reached plateaus and have been slightly decreasing the past few years (NHLBI, 1997).  

Asthma results in a little more than 4,000 deaths per year. Despite the relatively low number 

of asthma deaths, 80% to 90% are preventable (GINA, 2002).Most deaths from asthma occur 

outside the hospital, and death is rare after hospitalization. The most common cause of death 
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from asthma is inadequate assessment of the severity of airways obstruction by the patient or 

physician and inadequate therapy. The most common cause of death in hospitalized patients 

is also inadequate or inappropriate therapy. Thus the key to prevention of death from asthma, 

as advocated by the NAEPP, is education (National Institutes of Health, 2007). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Representative illustration 

of the pathology found in the 

asthmatic bronchus compared with a 

normal bronchus (upper right).Each 

section demonstrates how the lumen 

is narrowed. Hypertrophy of the 

basement membrane, mucus 

plugging, smooth muscle 

hypertrophy, and constriction 

contribute (lower section). 

Inflammatory cells infiltrate, 

producing sub mucosal edema, and 

epithelial desquamation fills the 

airway lumen with cellular debris 

andexposes the airway smooth 

muscle to other mediators (upper 

left). [figure from textbook] 
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3 Comparison of Ayurvedic and modern rationale about Tamakshwas and Bronchial 

Asthma 

Table No.6 - Showing Comparison of Tamak Shwas and Bronchial Asthma : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3  Clinical Trials: Ayurveda and Modern Medicines:  

2.3.1 Ayurvedic trials on BA: In Ayurveda there are a few clinical trials on asthma are 

reported. Most are post graduate research works, which have their limitations.  Others 

are ‘open’ labelled trials; having a feel of the medicines/therapies. However systematic 

clinical trials of evidence level 1 are not reported yet. Also multicentric trials on asthma 

and meta-anlyses of such trials are relatively new concepts for Ayurvedic drugs and 

diseases. 

2.3.2 Modern Medicine trials on BA: The situation is much more advanced. Many studies 

of high scientific rigor, pooling of data, meta-analyses and thereby confirmation of 

specific drugs and treatments is proved through evidence.  

The 3 important trials quoted below elaborate on the socio-economic aspect of BA, best 

treatment option available today and problems due to the medication.  

Sin DD, Man J [2004] reported that Inhaled corticosteroids are the single most effective 

therapy for adult patients with asthma. However, for those unable or unwilling to take 

Factors TS BA 

Etiological Raja, Dhooma, Shita vayu Dust, Smoke, Cold air 

Pathological Srotorodha by Kapha Bronchioles are plugged with 

thick mucus 

Sings & symptoms Kasa, Shwaskruchhrata, 

Ghurghur, Asino Labhate 

Saukhyam 

Cough, dyspnea, wheez, 

relief in sitting position 

Treatment Drugs which relive srotorodh Bronchodilators & 

expectorants 
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corticosteroids, the use of leukotriene modifiers/receptor agonists appears reasonable. Long-

acting beta2 agonists may be added to corticosteroids for those who remain symptomatic 

despite low-dose steroid therapy. Anti-IgE therapy may be considered as adjunctive therapy 

for young adults with asthma who have clear evidence of allergies and elevated serum IgE 

levels. This conclusion is based on thesystematic review and quantitative synthesize  of the 

long-term effects of inhaled corticosteroids, long-acting beta2 agonists, leukotriene pathway 

modifiers/receptor antagonists, and anti-IgE therapies on clinical outcomes and particular 

clinically relevant exacerbations in adult patients with chronic asthma. * 

In the study ‘Inhaled vs oral steroids for adults with chronic asthma’*  done by Mash B, 

Bheekie A, Jones PW. [2001 Cochrane database of sys. reviews] it was concluded that A 

daily dose of prednisolone 7.5-10 mg/day appears to be equivalent to moderate-high dose 

inhaled corticosteroids. Side-effects may be present on low doses, so if there is no alternative 

to oral steroids, the lowest effective dose should be prescribed.  

Cochrane Database Syst Rev. 2005  titled ‘Inhaled beclomethasone versus placebo for 

chronic asthma’ was conducted by Adams NP, Bestall JB, Jones PW. They report that 

inhaled beclomethasone diproprionate (BDP)is now frequently used as the reference 

treatment against which these newer agents are being compared.  The review included 

randomised trials in children and adults comparing BDP to placebo in the treatment of 

chronic asthma. Both the reviewers independently assessed articles for inclusion and 

methodological quality.This review has quantified the efficacy of BDP in the treatment of 

chronic asthma and strongly supports its use. Current asthma guidelines recommend titration 

of dose to individual patient response, but the published data provide little support for dose 

titration above 400 mcg/d in patients with mild to moderate asthma. There are insufficient 

data to draw any conclusions concerning dose-response in patients with severe disease.* 

This is a very clear indication that if a new drug is to be tested for it’s efficacy in BA it has to 

be compared against Beclomethasone.   

Moreover it is important to check that the drug is standard, non toxic, and effective over and 

above the component of ‘individualization’ that tags along with any Ayurvedic medicine. At 

this point it is worthwhile to take a look at our work on KVB . 
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2.4  Summary of previous work conducted in phase 1 [parts A and B] and 

phase II [part A]  of this project. 

2.4.1 Drug Standardization: 

 

The Drug : 

Ayurved, the traditional system of medicine of India, has emphasized the role of 

Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma [KVB] in the treatment of Shwas. Abhraka has all the three 

categories of pharmacological actions viz preventive, promotive and curative. Abhraka 

Bhasma acts as Medhya, Hridya, Vayasthapaka,Vrishya, Balya etc. Its Activity profile is 

comparable with that of Suvarna bhasma and Heerak Bhasma; but unlike the two, Abhraka is 

abundantly available and much cheaper.    

 

Selection of formulation method:  

Principle of  Ayurvedic pharmaceutics emphasizes that conversion of any raw material into 

finished product from metal-mineral category is designed based on certain factors viz. type of 

main raw material, processing drugs, their compatibility, proportion, processing sequence and 

cumulative efficacy for a particular disease or condition. The procedure mentioned in 

Rasatarangini for shodhan, Dhanyabhraka and Bhasma of Abhraka was selected by the 

researchers and was approved by a panel of practicing Vaidyas because it’s logical 

foundation  says that this will be effective in Shwas.  

 

Sampling of Drug:     

To get  good quality Krishnavajrabhraka; 15 mica samples were collected from all over India 

viz. – Nellor- Tamilnadu, Gudur- AP, Mumbai- Maharashtra, Jaipur and Bhilwada - 

Rajsthan, Giridiha- Chattisgadha  etc. These samples were analysed using rasashastra 

parameters and 4 were discarded. Remaining 11 were coded and were assessed by a 

manufacturer’s panel according to Ayurvedic parameters. The two selected raw material 

samples were characterized by geologists. The characterization was done mainly to establish 

the identity of the mineral- which is confirmed as ‘Biotite mica from pegmatite rock’.  

 

Procurement of Drugs:  
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The ideal sample of Krishnavajrabhraka was procured from Kalyan Rama mica mines in 

Kalichedu Village, Nellore, and Andhra Pradesh.  

Similarly herbal drugs used for processing were handpicked following Ayurvedic guidelines. 

According to type, part, maturity of specimens and then dried in pharmacy under shade. 

The same samples were authenticated and deposited as voucher specimens at Agharkar 

Research Institute, Govt. of India, Pune. Each sample was tested as per methods in Ayurvedic 

pharmacopoeia and Herbal pharmacopoeia for standardization. HPTLC profile for each 

sample is also carried out.  

 

Pharmaceutics:  

The manufacturing process is in three stages- 

1. Shodhan (detoxification) using cow milk 

2. Dhanyabhraka: intermediate step for particle size reduction, using rice husk and water  

3. Bhasmikaran : Bhavana (Trituration) followed by Incineration  

The cycle of trituration followed by incineration is repeated for 10 times for each drug viz. 

Aerial roots of Vata (Ficus bengalenses), whole plant of Kantakari (Solanum xanthocarpum), 

leaves of Vasa (Adhatoda vasica), and dry pericarp of Bibhitaka (Terminalia bellerica) are 

complete. Each time the pellets are tied in leaves of Riccinus communis before incineration. 

Total 40 cycles are carried out to prepare Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma as per selected method.  

Benchmarking Tests:  

Ayurvedic: Out of the eight tests, Rekhapurnatva and Varitartva show the change in stage 

significantly. Also Nishchandratva is the specific test employed for Abhraka. Thus these 3 

tests are carried out after every puta. 

Mineralogical: 

Benchmarking tests are X-Ray Diffraction technique [XRD] and Surface Electron 

Microscopy [SEM]. XRD yields information about crystal structure.  SEM depicts the change 

in particle size and shape. The tests are non destructive to the material which is 

mostimportant from Bhasma testing view point. Moreover these tests compliment Ayurvedic 

parameters such as rekhapurnatva and sookshamata.  

The three finished samples of KVB of three batches do not vary significantly on the 

parameters of quality.  
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2.4.2 Safety Study : Toxicity Study 

All the three samples of Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma are similar in quality; sample of batch 

one was randomly selected for toxicological studies.  

Toxicological studies of the standardized Krishnavjrabhraka Bhasma were conducted as per 

guidelines specially prepared for Bhasma studies at CCRAS. These follow the same 

pattern of OECD guidelines and are internationally accepted.  

Permission to conduct the trial was obtained from the ‘Animal ethics committee’ of BVDU 

Medical College before initiation of the work.  

 

This study was conducted to assess the acute, sub acute oral toxicity of the test drug 

Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma in rodent species (rats) daily administration.  

 

Acute oral toxicity:  Since no mortality & no observable toxicity symptoms recorded up to 

2000 mg/kg LD50 of KV Bhasma is greater than 2000 mg/kg 

 

Sub acute toxicity:Thetesting was done according to OECD Guideline 407. The design was 

randomised control trial. “Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma” was administered to rats for a 

period of 28 days. The results were assessed on following parameters:  

Effect on Hematological parameters  

Effect on Biochemical parameters 

Effect on Organ weight 

Effect on Body weight of male & female rats  

Effect on histopathology study 

Interpretation of toxicity study: Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma is used in the treatment of 

chronic asthma primarily to reduce the frequency of acute attacks. At least 4 weeks of 

administration of KVB is required for any beneficial effect to be seen. thus testing of 

Subacute toxicity of KVB was essential. 

Acute toxicity study of KVB, revealed that LD50 of KVB is more than 2000 mg/kg. Hence 

theoretically 3 doses up to 2000 mg/kg; should be tested in Subacute toxicity studies. But 

clinically KVB is used in dose of 125 mg/day and it never exceeds 250 mg/day when it is 

used for chronic asthma. It was decided by general consensus that the doses to be studied in 

Subacute Toxicity should match with the doses used clinically.  
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Therefore, in ‘low dose KVB group’ (of rats), KVB was used in the dose of 22.5mg/kg which 

is equivalent to 250 mg human dose. The dose was doubled in ‘medium dose KVB group’ and 

it was further doubled in ‘high dose KVB group’.  

For Subacute toxicity testing, Wistar rats were classifies randomly into 6 groups. All the 

groups received anupan (control groups – group no.1 and 5) or KVB (drug treated groups – 

group no. 2,3,4 and 6) for 28 days. Drug dose varied according to group – low dose 

(22.5mg/kg) for group 2, medium dose (45 mg/kg) for group 3 and high dose (100 mg/kg) for 

groups 4 and 6. 

Blood was collected after 24 hrs after last dose,  from all the animals in group no. 1,2,3 and 4 

for haematological and biochemical studies. All the animals from these groups were then 

sacrificed and internal organs were weighed and seen for gross and histopathological 

changes. 

Group no. 5 and 6 were satellite groups. Animals in group 5 received anupan and in group 6 

received high dose KVB for 28 days. They were not given any treatment for 2 weeks 

thereafter i.e. in 5
th

 and 6
th

 week. After 6 weeks period, blood was collected and animals were 

sacrificed to study internal organs. Purpose of maintaining these groups was to detect delayed 

occurrence of toxic effects or persistence or recovery from the toxic effects after 28 days drug 

treatment. 

All the animals were weighed everyday before dosing and tested for general parameters every 

week. Haematological , biochemical and histopathological studies were done at the end of 28 

days in groups 1,2,3 and 4; and after 2 more weeks in groups 5 and 6.  

It was observed that  

� In all doses and also in satellite groups, KVB had no effect on food consumption, 

body weight and general parameters. 

� In low dose (group 2), none of the parameters – haematological , biochemical, gross 

and histopathological - showed any significant change. 

� In medium and high dose KVB groups (groups 3 and 4)  

i. No changes were seen in haematological parameters. 

ii. Following biochemical parameters showed statistically significant increase  

a) Liver enzymes – AST, ALT, ALP  

b) Serum uric acid 

c) Serum triglyceride 

Values of all these parameters reverted to normal in satellite KVB i.e. high dose group 

( group 6) suggesting that these changes were drug induced and reversible. 
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iii. Organ weights in all the groups were comparable to control group, suggesting 

no effect of KVB 

iv. Gross pathology and histopathology: 

On gross pathology, congestion was observed in heart, lungs, trachea, spleen, uterus and 

kidney. Histopathology revealed, congestion, but no other pathology seen in these organs. 

This change appears to be reduced in satellite high dose KVB group (group 6) suggesting 

regression of the  pathology after discontinuation of KVB. 

Liver was the only organ where along with congestion, fatty changes were also present. 

Incidence of fatty changes- though little reduced- appears to be continued in satellite high 

dose KVB group (group 6).  It remained persistent at the end of six weeks.  

 

Conclusion: 

Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma in:  

i. Low dose is Non toxic  

ii. Medium and High dose shows toxicity on Liver with reversible rise in liver 

enzymes and persistent fatty changes. 

Chronic {subchronic} Toxicity study: 

Chronic toxicity testing is initiated according to OECD Guideline 408. 

This study was conducted to assess the chronic oral toxicity of the test drug 

Krishnavajrabhraka bhasma in rodent species (rats) daily administration for 90-days.  

 

Permission to conduct the trial was obtained from the ‘Animal ethics committee’ of BVDU 

Medical College before initiation of the work.  

 

Study was conducted in exactly the same manner as that of sub-acute toxicity study. 

 

In this chronic toxicity study no additional toxicity was observed. It can safely be concluded 

therefore that Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma is safe. Ideally, in clinical practice, hepatic 

enzyme levels should be monitored with its long term use. 

 

Impression:  

KVB used in clinical practice in the dose range of 125 to 250 mg is safe. However it is 

advisable to monitor hepatic function considering long term administration.  
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KVB or any Bhasma is never used in a dose of 500 or 1000 mg for long periods by 

Ayurvedic physicians. Textual guidelines suggest dose of 60 mg to 240 mg. if any Bhasma is 

to be prescribed for long duration. This safety study has generated evidence to support the 

guideline regarding ‘dose’.  

 

2.4.3  Efficacy study: 

 

The animal model to test mast cell stabilization effect is developed. Results of the pilot study 

do show that Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma has mast cell stabilizing activity comparable to that 

of Sodium Chromoglycate [a drug used clinically to prevent precipitation of bronchial 

asthma].   

 

Dose determination for clinical trial:  

The dose of Standard KVB was extrapolated from human dose of 125 mg for an average 70 

kg individual. It came to 11mg. Two doses higher than that i. e. 22 mg and 44 mg were used 

for sub acute and chronic toxicity as well as for efficacy study.  

The results of 11 mg and 22 mg are very similar for efficacy.  

 

The dose of KVB recommended in Ayurvedic literature is 1 Valla which is approximately 

375mg. Thus putting together the recommended dose by literature, experience of 

clinicians and experimental results; the dose of KVB for clinical trial is decided as 125 mg 

with anupan of honey early morning (Rasayana Kala), after lunch (Vyana Kala) and after 

dinner (Udana Kala) for 12 weeks.  
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Summary of review 

[Genesis of the project] 

1. Asthma is a well-documented disease in Ayurveda which is comparable with modern 

disease Bronchial Asthma on the parameters of risk factors, etio-pathology, clinical 

manifestations and treatment principles. Management of acute attack is similar like 

inhalation – dhoompan in both systems.  However for chronic stage management 

there is marked difference between both sciences. Allopathy emphasizes upon 

reducing or limiting the exposure to allergens – mainly environmental and dietary 

factors [which is practically very difficult to achieve] ; where as Ayurveda strives for 

boosting host defence mechanism by employing panchkarma, life style modifications 

including yoga and Rasayan medicines. 

2. In allopathy well planned rigorous scientific trials are conducted to improve the 

diagnostic methods, medicines –oral, inhalers, to decide better drug delivery systems 

and new knowledge generated is implemented for the benefits of patients.  In 

Ayurveda though physicians practice on the above principles there is no structured 

documentation of treatments offered or results obtained lest high precision clinical 

trials.  The trials conducted are open trials. 

3. The drugs used are from three categories viz. mast cell stabilizers, antihistaminics and 

corticosteroids. Standard drug administered today is the corticosteroid 

beclamethasone inhalation for secondary prophylaxis.  However it has limitations. 

4. The review of Ayurvedic repertoire brought to fore, 81 medicines most of which are 

compound formulations used according to the course of disease [samprapti]. Very few 

drugs are used as single entity.  

5. Krishnavajrabhraka bhasma [KVB] popularly known as Abhraka bhasma is one of 

those few single drugs that acts as Rasayan.  

6. It is very clear from the review that if a drug is effective in BA it has to have three 

activities : anti inflammatory, mast cell stabilization and  arrest or reversal of tissue 

remodelling. Similar kind of thought process was seen/foundin Ayurveda. Control of 

‘pitta dosha ’ which is responsible for the inflammatory mechanism,  ‘kapha dosh’ for 

local excess mucous and control of ‘vatadosha’ which is responsible for 

normal/abnormal growth [tissue remodelling] and which controls the rhythm and 

direction of breathing mechanism.  
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7. Based on the above mentioned logical interpretation it was hypothesized that any drug 

that has ‘rasayan’ activity must be acting through these 3 mechanisms. There is a 

possibility of more mechanisms too. However in the stepwise process of drug 

development it was essential to verify presence of these 3 mechanisms in the 

medicine.  

 

Hence the drug KVB was standardized and evaluated for it’s toxicity and efficacy 

profile.  

8. It was discovered that this particular bhasma [KVB] is a mixture of complex oxides 

like Mg(AlFe)2O4 with spinel structure and KAlSiO4/Si2O6with a particle size  

varying between 90 to 125nm.   

9. There was no mortality with 2000mg/kg dose of KVB and no significant pathology 

even on histopathological examination. In sub-acute & sub-chronic toxicity testing, 

only in medium and high dose liver enzymes were raised and liver showed fatty 

change. Enzyme level returned to normal after discontinuing the KVB. 

10. It must be stated that KVB has both; potent mast cell stabilizing action and good anti-

inflammatory effect. In modern medicine, no drug is available having both these 

properties. 

It was therefore planned to conduct a phase II clinical trial to evaluate and compare the 

efficacy of KVB with cortico sterods using ayurvedic treatment guidelines and modern 

medicine evaluation parameters.  
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3.MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

3.1 MATERIALS 

 

1. Sample size: 41 patients. 

Sample size was calculated by using the Prevalance of Asthama Disease which is 

1.9% for urban population. 

Formula is 

 n=(4×P×Q) 

(l
2
) 

P=0.019 

Q=1, q=0.981              n=30 

l =experimental error=5% 

We have studied 41 patients 

Patients with H/O bronchial asthama ≤ 1 yr were included in the trial. 

 

2. Medication: 

Study drug: Krishnavajrabhraka Bhasma. 

 Comparator drug: Inhalation steroid Beclomethasone Spray (Ciplacompany) 

 Placebo: 1] Similar to inhalation steroid 

   2] Similar to oral KVB 

3. Instruments: 

• To evaluate pulmonary function - 

1. Peak Flow meter-Peak Flow Master,Cipla 

2. Spirometer-Schiller SP-1 
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3.2 METHODOLOGY  

1. Ethical Consideration:  

The protocol had been reviewed by the committee of Ethics of BVUCOA. It was upgraded as 

per suggestions of members of Ethics committee. Revised protocol was put for their 

approval. The report is attached in annexure III. 

2. Study design: 

An active controlled, comparative, prospective, randomized, double blind, double dummy 

clinical trial.  

Subjects attending ‘Ayurvedic chest OPD’ were screened for eligibility criteria. 

Following criteria were used for screening of the subjects- 

3. Inclusion Criteria:  

A:Ayurvedic parameters 

• Patients presenting with signs and symptoms of Tamak Shwas for equal to and 

more than one year as described in Ayurvedic texts. 

• Patients presenting with 3 or more of the following symptoms- 

i. Peenas ii. Ghurghurak  iii. Aasya Udhvanasa 

iv. Kantha Udhvansa v.Vak Kricchrata vi. Lalat Sweda 

vii. Parshvagraha viii. Ushnabhiprayata ix. Aasya Shushkata 

x. Vepathu xi. Aruchi xii. Annadvesh 

 

• Dooshya Srotas – Pranvaha, Annavaha, Udakvaha 

• Desh – Sadharan [Pune, Maharashtra] 

• Bala – Madhyam, Uttam 

• Kala – Sarva kala 

• Prakriti – any of the 7 Doshaja types but preferred vatapradhan kaphanubandhi 

• Satva – Madhyam and Uttam  

• Anal – as observed 

• Vaya – Tarun, Madhya, Vriddha 

• Satmya – as observed are recorded in case paper of each patient 

• Aahar – as observed ….. 

 

B:Objective Parameters (modern) 

• Patients were selected irrespective of sex, occupation and economical status. 

Care was taken to screen patients presenting with signs and symptoms of bronchial 

asthma for more than one year. 
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• Patients categorized as mild intermittent, in whom  

  Symptoms experienced for less than 2 times a week 

 Asymptomatic & normal PEF between exacerbations and with variable intensity  

Night time symptoms experienced for less than 2 times a week 

Lung function FEV1 ≥ 80 % predicted, PEF variability less than 20% 

• Patients categorized as mild persistent i.e.   

Symptoms present 2 times a week but less than 1 time a day 

Night time symptom present for more than 2 times  

Lung function FEV1 ≥80% predicted, PEF variability 20 % - 30 % 

• Patients categorized as moderate persistent i.e.  

Daily symptoms with use of inhaled short acting beta 2agonist  

Exacerbations may be present 2 times a week, may last for few days. 

Lung functions FEV1> 60 % -80 % predicted, PEF variability > 30 % 

4. Exclusion criteria:  

A. Ayurvedic Parameters  

• Patients in whom ‘Shwas’ is present as a Upadrava, Lakshan , Udarka, 

Poorvaroop and Arishta lakshan of other disease.  

• Patients in whom the onset of disease is less than one year  

• Patients with Shwas caused due to fatal injury of Urasthita Marma (Stanmool, 

Stanrohit, Aapalaap, Aapsthambh).  

• Patients with critical condition of Shwas. 

• Patients with Shwas which requires Shodhan such as Virechan or Vaman for 

therapeutic use. 

• Dooshya –involvement of other Srotasas for more than 50%   

• Desh – Anup, Jangal  

• Bala – Durbal 

• Kala – other than Varsha, Hemant and Shishir. 

• Anal – as observed 

• Prakriti – as observed 

• Vaya –Bala  

• Satva – Heena  

• Satmya – as observed 
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Objective Parameters 

• Cases with co-existing pulmonary conditions. 

• Cases with acute respiratory tract infection. 

• Cases requiring oral steroids. 

• Pregnant and lactating women 

 

5. Study population & Study groups : 

Total540 patients were screened. Out of these 130 patients befitted our criteria. 54 patients 

were enrolled in the study following informed consent procedure and were randomised into 2 

groups. 

Enrolled :  54 

 

Division : A  B 

  28  26 

Completed: 25  16 

Dropout : 03  10  

After decoding of the data it was reveled that25 patients (Group A) had received Abhraka 

Bhasma and 16 patients (Group B) had received Beclomethasone 

Method of Randomisation:  

Eligible patients were allocated into groups ‘A’ or ‘B’ employing simple random technique 

using lottery method. Letter A written on 30 chits and letter B on another 30 chits were 

prepared and each chit was folded. 60 envelopes containing numbers 1 to 60 were prepared. 

One chit from box was picked up and packed into one envelope without unfolding. 60 

envelopes were thus be kept ready. After the patient enrolled in study he was asked to pick 

one envelope, which was opened and chit was taken out. The patient had received medication 

according to the group appeared on the chit.   

One group had receivedAbhraka Bhasma while other had received Beclomethasone. 

Blinding method:  

Packing, labelling and storage of study drugs was conducted by first set of investigators, 

Examination of the patients was done by second set, and allocating patients to the two groups 

along withdispensing of the medicines was carried out by third set of persons. The three 
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teams worked independent of the others throughout study.   

6. Study duration: 

Active medication: 12weeks (3 months) 

Follow-up: 24 weeks (6months) 

 

7. Study schedule: 

 

Table of Visits and Procedures 

 
The evaluation schedules were as below: 

Visit 0     : Screening Visit (Informed Consent date) 

Visit 1     : Baseline visit, Start of therapy 

Visit 2 to visit 12   : Treatment phase  

Visit 13(End of medication): 7 days after final dose of the study medication. 

Visit 14 – 19  :  Follow up visits once in a month. 

 

V0-Screening visit: 

Those whosatisfied eligibility criteria were recruited into study after signing written informed 

consent form. Copy of informed consent form was given to each patient. 

Pulmonary function test was performed with the help of Spirometer, to follow a part of 

eligibility criteria 

Patient  were examined, in systemic examination Pranavaha, Annavaha Rasavaha sroto 

dushti, hetu, dushti lakshana were carefully observed and noted to get correct understand of 

disease condition. 

The patient sent to lab investigation like haemogram , E.S.R. L.F.T., K.F.T. and E.C.G., 

Chest X-ray(P-A), After completion of investigation patients were explained about follow up 

visit. 

V1-Baseline visit: 

|The patient fulfilling criteria were randomized into two groups following above mentioned 

methodology. One group received KVB while the other received Beclomethazone. Patients 

were instructed to take oral medication in the dose of 125 mg with Anupana of honey early 

morning (Rasayana Kala), after lunch (Vyana Kala) and after dinner (Udana Kala) for 12 

weeks and aerosol puff spray 2 times a day i.e. one spray in morning and one spray in 
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evening. The patient was instructed to take extra spray if he experiences unease or discomfort 

and to note it in ‘patient diary’ and to inform us. 

Patients of both groups were advised to follow diet and activity regimen recommended in 

Ayurvedic practice for Tamakshwas. (please refer to patient diary) 

Patients were trained and asked to perform PEF test using peak flow meter 

Patient was given ‘patient diary’ for writing daily observation of sign symptom of asthma, 

peak flow meter reading and medication. 

 V 2 to V13Treatment phase  

Follow-up visits were scheduled every week. 

At each follow-up visit patient was examined for general and systemic sign &symptoms. 

He/She asked for asthama symptoms and examined for respiratory sounds (Rhonchi). 

For each patient detailed history with respect to symptoms of shwas using information in 

‘patient diary’ and questionnaire was documented on the case paper. 

PFT was assessed at every 15+3 days V2, V4, V6 ……interval as per visits. 

Patient was enquired for presence of acute attack or any abnormal/adverse event. At this visit 

earlier medication bottal was collected and each patient was supplied with medication stock 

for 1week and extra supply for 3 days in case of emergency. 

On visit 13after above mentioned check-up patient diary was collected.No medration was 

supplied henceforth. 

V14 - V19 Followup phase 

On Visit 14 all laboratory inveatigations were repeated e.g. E.S.R., L.F.T., K.F.T. and E.C.G., 

Chest X-ray(P-A view)& spirometry. 

Patient was followed up for till V19 after completion of treatment schedule. 

In this phase PFT was performed once in month. 

If any AE happened that was noted in AE form. 

8. Withdrawal & Dropouts: 

No patient was withdrawn from this trial and no any serious adverse event occurred.  

However, the 13 patients did not continue the treatment were considered as dropouts. 

(Reasons of dropout please refere annexture……..) 
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Table No.7 – Visits and Procedure: 

 

Scree

ning Treatment and Evaluation phase Efficacy 

Visit 

V 0 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V1

3 V14 V15-

19 

Weeks  

 

W -1 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W1

0 

W1

1 

W1

2 

W1

3 FOL

LO

W 

UP 

FOL

LOW 

UP 

Inclusion/ 

exclusion criteria  

X                

Informed consent X                

Randomization  X               

Treatment  X X X X X X X X X X X X X   

Efficacy a 

SPIROMETRY 

X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 

PER 

VISI

T 

X 

PER 

VISIT 

Safety 

Laboratories  

 

Xb,c 

   

 

    

 

       

Xb,c 

 

Adverse Events  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

 

 
9. Treatment evaluation: 

All the patient were evaluated for the following end points: 

a. Primary end points 

♦ To assess improvement in Spirometric indices FEV1 by ≥ 200 ml.   

♦ Reduction  in thenumber of acute attacks 

 

b. Secondary end points:  

♦ Increase in duration between two consecutive acute attacks 

♦ Decrease in severity of the attack 

♦ Reduction in number of puffs per day  

♦ Improvement in values of Peak flow meter  

♦ Improvement in asthma symptom score throughout day   
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9.1 Parameters for assessment: 

 

a. Efficacy variables: 

 Subjective:  

Symptom Score as was monitored in ‘Patient Diary’ 

Objective:  

PEF values and spirometry values 

b. Safety variables:  

Ayurvedic- 

• Satva  

• Anala  

• Ahara 

• Bhar   

Objective- 

Pulse  B.P. Rate of respiration E.C.G. 

Haemogram ESR LFT KFT 

X-ray Chest     

 

10. Method of Recording of data: 

The investigator ensured that all data from each patient at each visit wasentered promptly in 

accordance with the specific instructions given in case record form. 

The variables in Ayurveda which were kept constant were as follows:  

  

1. Dooshya – pranvaha, annavaha, udakvaha 

2. Desh – sadharan [Pune, Maharashtra] 

3. Bala – madhyam and uttam 

4. Kala – sarvakal 

5. Prakriti – vatapradhan kaphanubandhi 

6. Satva – madhyam and uttam 

 

Rational for keeping these particular [Ayurvedic] variables constant – change in any of 

these variables reflects on the effect of the medicine by some degree. e.g. if a patient is of 

pittapradhan vatanubandhi prakriti then the symptoms agrrevate quickly. It becomes 

necessary to administer ‘virechan therapy’ before giving /rather discontinuing the oral 

medication. It interferes with the trial methodology.  One of the reasons to be able to get a 

limited sample size is precise methodology based on Ayurvedic principles. 
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Variables those vary but the variance could be adjusted using appropriate statistical tests are 

listed below:  

7. Anal [digestive power and capacity]– any type 

8. Vaya [age group]– Tarun, Madhya, Vriddha [from 18 to 60] 

9. Satmya [specific compatibility] – food substances and behaviour 

10. Ahar [dietary habits] – vegan, non-vegeterian and all types 

 

The 12 symptoms specified for avegavastha were analysed on the scale of 0 to 3. 

Absence of these symptoms was graded as 0 

Presence of symptoms weekly for 1-2 times was graded as ‘1’ 

Presence of symptoms weekly for 3-4 times was graded as ‘2’ 

Presence of symptoms weekly for more than 4 times was graded as ‘3’ 

Following method was adopted to assess severity of Tamak Shwasa 

1. MILD INTERMITTENT  [+] 

• Symptoms < 2 times a week 

• Asymptomatic & normal PEF between exacerbations and with variable  intensity  

• Night time symptoms < 2 times a week 

• Lung function FEV1 > 80 % predicted, PEF variability less than 20% 

 

2. MILD PERSISTENT  [++] 

• Symptoms > 2 times a week less than 1 time a day 

• Exacerbation may affect activity 

• Night time symptom > 2 times a day 

• Lung function FEV1 > 80% predicted PEF  variability 20 % - 30 % 

 

3. MODERATE PERSISTENT  [+++] 

• Symptoms daily, daily use of inhaled short acting beta 2 agonist  

• Exacerbations affect activity, exacerbations > 2 times a week, may last for few days. 

• Lung functions FEV1> 60 % -80 % predicted , PEF variability > 30 % 

 

4. SEVERE PERSISTENT  [++++] 

• Continued symptoms  

• Physical activity affected with frequent exacerbations 

• Night time symptoms frequent 

• Lung function FEV1< 60 % of predicted, PEF variability > 30 % 

Only those patients befitting inclusion criteria were included in the trial.  
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11. Method of Statistical analysis:  

Data cleaning was done by using Ms-Excl and was organized using SPSS 17.0 (Statistical 

Package for Social Science) 

Specific statistical tests are applied depending on the type of data. If the data is 

graded/ordinal i.e. non parametric then Mann Whitney U testis used and for continuous data 

‘two independent sample ‘T’ test are used. 

12. Trial Registration: 

This trial is registered at ICMR clinical trial registry, retrospectively.  
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Results 

It is clear from the methodology that Spirometry and measurement of Peak 

Expiratory Flow are very objective parameters. Remaining subjective parameters 

are measured using score card method on the four point scale of (0 to 3). For non 

parametric data Mann Whitney U test and for continuous data ‘two independent 

sample ‘T’ test are used. 

Pre-treatment profile of patients in both the group is presented below on next page. 
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Pretreatment - biochemical profile of Group A patients 

Pt.ID  1 2 6 7 11 14 16 18 19 20 21 23 27 30 

Age 62 44 52 55 61 58 28 65 34 30 29 29 50 40 

Gender M F M F F F M F F M M F F F 

Haemoglobin 13.8 12 13.3 9.9 12.8 11.1 16.5 11.8 11.5 12.9 12.5 12.1. 12.4 11.5 

ESR 13 13 10 ND 10 22 8 10 10 12 10 10 10 16 

WBC(T) 5800 10000 6500 6900 8500 7400 8200 6900 5500 4400 4700 7500 6100 6900 

N 56 66 64 70 74 64 49 51 45 51 49 54 62 57 

L 40 24 31 25 20 31 34 42 50 40 33 38 31 37 

E 2 6 4 3 5 3 10 4 3 6 6 5 5 4 

M 2 4 1 2 1 2 7 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sr.Bil (T) 1 0.9 0.9 1 0.8 1.2 1.51 1 1.41 0.98 1.1 0.64 1 0.9 

Sr.Bil(D) 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.52 0.3 0.46 0.33 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Sr.Bil(I) 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.99 0.7 0.95 0.65 0.7 0.34 0.7 0.6 

ALT 23 28 25 20 30 38 40 35 40 32 34 18 35 32 

AST 16 21 20 25 22 30 37 30 32 24 26 20 30 28 

ALP ND 215 ND ND 105 125 98 98 138 110 110 92 95 95 

Bl.Urea 33 ND 24 18 ND 19 20 26 22 30 32 18 28 22 

Sr.Creat 1.1 23 0.8 0.7 ND 8 1 1.2 0.9 1.1 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.9 

X-Ray chest N N 

Mild type of 

cardiomegaly N N N N 

Prominent 

pulmonary 

vasculature N N N N N N 

ECG WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL 
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Pretreatment - biochemical profile of Group A patients 

Pt.ID  31 33 36 38 44 47 49 51 52 53 54 

Age 23 60 25 58 22 52 63 64 46 44 27 

Gender M F F M M M F M F M F 

Haemoglobin 13.9 13.5 9.1 13.1 13.3 11.4 11.9 12.1 11.8 15.2 11 

ESR 10 10 23 10 12 22 21 14 16 7 14 

WBC(T) 7000 9500 5800 4400 6800 8200 7600 8300 8300 8000 6400 

N 49 57 57 50 73 62 61 69 56 56 71 

L 45 37 37 34 20 28 30 25 38 36 22 

E 2 4 4 8 5 6 5 4 4 5 5 

M 4 2 2 8 2 4 4 2 2 3 2 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sr.Bil (T) 0.8 0.8 1.37 1 0.9 1 1 1 0.8 0.9 0.9 

Sr.Bil(D) 0.3 0.3 0.73 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Sr.Bil(I) 0.5 0.5 0.64 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 

ALT 25 15 28 25 22 20 28 22 18 25 18 

AST 28 18 34 30 18 22 25 18 22 20 22 

ALP 90 93 115 88 88 99 98 98 78 89 78 

Bl.Urea 39 30 22 30 28 30 30 35 30 28 22 

Sr.Creat 1.3 1.1 0.8 1 1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1 1 0.9 

X-Ray chest N 

Mild prominent 

bronchovascular 

markings N 

Hyperinflated 

both lung 

fields? 

significance N N N 

Mild increase 

Bronchovascular 

markings N N N 

ECG WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL 
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Pretreatment - biochemical profile of Group B patients 

Pt.ID 9 12 15 17 22 25 28 32 37 39 

Age 46 47 24 65 32 65 25 29 30 48 

Gender M F F M F M F M F F 

Haemoglobin 14.5 12.2 11.8 7.9 7.7 14.5 12.4 13 11.3 12.1 

ESR 16 20 10 14 28 8 15 11 22 10 

WBC(T) 7000 6100 7800 6100 2100 13500 6600 11700 7500 7300 

N 58 61 54 77 54 81 65 69 58 54 

L 36 32 32 13 35 13 25 25 35 38 

E 4 5 8 7 8 5 6 4 4 5 

M 2 2 6 3 3 1 4 2 3 3 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sr.Bil (T) 0.9 0.9 1 0.9 0.9 0.75 0.97 0.8 0.83 1 

Sr.Bil(D) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.38 0.47 0.3 0.32 0.4 

Sr.Bil(I) 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.37 0.5 0.5 0.51 0.6 

ALT 13 20 29 18 18 16 20 20 28 32 

AST 16 16 20 20 20 18 18 18 21 28 

ALP 140 ND 90 96 9 2 90 98 90 95 98 

Bl.Urea 30 20 21 22 21 32 18 26 23 30 

Sr.Creat 1 0.8 0.7 0.9 1 1.1 0.9 1.3 0.8 1.1 

X-Ray chest N N N N N 
Mild prominent 

bronchivascular 

markings? 
N 

Mild increase 

bronchovascular 

markings 

Mild increase 

bronchovascular markings 
N 

ECG WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL 
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Pretreatment - biochemical profile of Group B patients 

Pt.ID 40 41 42 43 45 48 

Age 27 61 40 27 29 60 

Gender F F F M M F 

Haemoglobin 11 11.4 9.5 13.8 15.4 12.4 

ESR 8 20 29 12 8 28 

WBC(T) 8800 7900 7000 6900 5700   

N 72 68 60 58 55   

L 25 24 34 33 32   

E 1 5 4 5 9 4 

M 2 3 2 4 4   

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sr.Bil (T) 1 1 0.71 0.88 0.8 0.8 

Sr.Bil(D) 0.3 0.4 0.24 0.32 0.3 0.3 

Sr.Bil(I) 0.7 0.6 0.47 0.56 0.5 0.5 

ALT 20 15 16 18 18 25 

AST 25 18 14 14 14 20 

ALP 91 88 82 88 82 89 

Bl.Urea 24 25 20 32 38 28 

Sr.Creat 0.9 1 0.8 1.2 1.4 1 

X-Ray chest N 
Hyper inflated 

both lung fields.? 

significance 
N N 

Both hilar 

shadows 

are 

prominent 

  

ECG WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL WNL 
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The results are presented below in the sequence as that of objectives.  

1. Efficacy of KVB in reducing number of acute attacks- 

 

Table no 3 - Number of Attacks 

Though the data is continuous it does not follow normality therefore it is not 

worth to calculate the mean. Hence median is calculated and interpreted.  

Median Number of Attacks 

Visit  
 Group 
A 

Group 
B 

p-
value 

Visit 0 10 8 0.967 

Visit 14 4 5 0.161 

Visit 17 1 1 0.136 
 

Data was analyzed by Mann Whitney U test. 

Table number 3 shows that there is no statistically significant difference between 

the number of attacks in group A and group B at visit 1, visit 14 and visit 17. 

This clearly indicates that KVB is equally effective as the steroid beclamethasone to 

reduce number of attacks. 

2. Improvement in spirometric indices (FEV1)- 

Table no.4- showing mean FEV1(%) at visit 1,14 and 17 

Visit Group A (n=25) Group B 
(n=16) 
 

P value 

 Mean SD Mean SD  

Visit 1 682.80 9.34 660.00 14.59 0.583 

Visit 14 762.40 16.97 658.75 18.95 0.086 

Visit 17 792.40 15.40 795.00 21.10 0.966 

 

Table no.5 Showing mean difference of FEV1(%) between visit 1,14 and 17 of 

groups A and B 

Difference 
Group A (n=25) Group B (n=16) 

P value 
Mean  SD Mean  SD 

V-1 and V -14 
 

79.60 18.65 -1.25 25.50 0.284 

V1 and V-17 
 

109.60 17.43 135.00 25.41 0.729 

V-14 and V-17 
 

30.00 16.62 136.25 14.59 0.038 
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Graph no.1 showing mean FEV1(%) at visit 1,14 and 17 

 

  

 

Graph no. 2 showing mean difference of FEV1(%) between visit 1,14 and 17 

 

 

 

This Data was analyzed by 2 independent sample t-test. 

1. By using 2 independent sample t-test p-value [0.583]> 0.05 It indicates that there is no 

significant difference between mean FEV1in group A and group B at visit 0. [FEV1 recording 

started at visit 0] 

2. P-value at visit 14 i.e. after end of medication is [0.086]> 0.05.It indicates that there is no 

significant difference between the mean FEV1 of group A and group B at visit 14.  
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3. P-value at visit 17 i.e. end of study is [0.966]> 0.05.It indicates that there is no significant 

difference between the mean FEV1 of group A and group B at visit 17. 

4. P-value of difference between visit 1 and visit 14 is [0.284]> 0.05.It indicates that there is no 

significant difference between the mean FEV1 of group A and group B. 

5. P-value of difference between visit 1and visit 17is [0.729]> 0.05.It indicates that there is no 

significant difference between the mean FEV1 of group A and group B. 

6. P-value of difference between visit1 visit 17 i.e. after completion of medication 

(Rasayankala) is [0.038]< 0.05.It indicates that there is significant difference between the 

mean FEV1 of group A and group B. 

 

3. Increase in duration of two consecutive attacks 

Table no. 6  Duration between consecutive attacks  

 

Mean  Interval of attack (days) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Group 

A 
13.10 28.25 50.76 67.75 56.60 84.00 61.50 19.00 

  

Group 

B 
15.00 18.36 32.09 33.10 27.11 59.00 40.00 41.25 59.00 35.00 

 

Graph no. 3:  showing mean interval between the two attacks  

 

 

Interpretation- 

The duration between two consecutive attacks of patients from group A is increased as compared to 

group B. 
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4. Reduction in number of puffs 

Table  no. 7 -  Number of Puffs  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Data was analyzed by Mann Whitney U test 

Table no.7 shows that there is no significant difference between number of puffs  

required in group A and group B at month-1, month-2 and month-3 i. e. during 

medication phase. 

This clearly indicates that KVB is equally effective as the steroid beclamethasone to 

reduce number of puffs 

 

5. Improvement in Values of Peak  flow meter  

Table no. 8-  PEF values 

Values of  PEF 

  
Group A Group B  

p-
value 

 
Mean SD mean SD  

Visit_1_PEF 180.80 87.98 149.38 50.26 0.154 

Visit_14_PEF 254.00 113.25 180.00 62.40 0.011 

Diff_PEF 73.20 64.27 30.63 53.10 0.027 

 

Graph no.4:  showing Mean PEF values at the beginning and at the end of 

medication phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Month  Group Median Number of Puff p-value 
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Data was analyzed by 2 independent sample t-test. 

The graph shows that there is no significant difference between mean PEFin group 

A and group B at visit 1. [PEF recording started at visit 1] 

P-value at visit 14 i.e. end of this parameter measurement is [0.011]< 0.05.It 

indicates that there is significant difference between the mean PEF of group A and 

group B at visit 14 and visit 1.  

Further the difference of mean PEF is significantly more [0.027 i.e. < 0.05] between 

the groups.  

It means KVB has proved to be more effective in increasing the lung capacity than 

the steroid beclamethasone.  
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1. AASYA SHUSHKATA: Dryness of mouth 

    AASYA SHUSHKATA   

Visit at Group 

Grade   

0 1 2 3 Total patients 

 Visit 0 

Group A 8 12 5 0 25 

Group B 5 8 3 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 19 6 0 0 25 

Group B 10 6 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 14 2 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Aasya Shushkata in group A and 

group B at  

visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

 

Group 

AASYA SHUSHKATA 

 

Percentage (%)of patients 

Median 

Grade 

p-

value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 1 

0.989  Visit 0 

Group A 32 48 20 0 

Group B 1 

 

Group B 31.25 50 18.75 0 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.483  
Visit 

14 

Group A 76 24 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 62.5 37.5 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.517  
Visit 

17 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 87.5 12.5 0 0 
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1. Group A:At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘dryness of mouth’ was 

present in 12patients at grade 1 and in 5 patients at grade 2.  At visit 14, 6 patients 

were at grade 1 and no patient was in grade 2. At V17, all 25 patients reported 

absence of the symptom.  

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘dryness of mouth’ was present in 8 patients at grade 1 

and in 3 patients are at grade 2.  At visit 14, 6 patients are at grade 1 and no patient 

was in grade 2. At V 17, 2 patients showed presence of symptom at grade 1. 

 

3. In other words; 100%of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

Symptom ‘Aasyashushkata’ as against the  87.5% patients from Group 

‘B’[beclamethasone ]and 12.5% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom 

at grade 1 

 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group show better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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2. AASYA/ KANTHA UDHVANSA: Irritation in throat with hoarseness of voice 

    AASYA/ KANTHA UDHVANSA   

Visit at Group 

Grade   

0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 19 5 1 0 25 

Group B 11 4 1 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 23 2 0 0 25 

Group B 15 1 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 24 1 0 0 25 

Group B 14 2 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Aasya Udhvansa in group A and 

group B at  
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No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

Visit Group 

AASYA/KANTHA 

UDHVANSA 

   

 (%) of 

patients 

   Median 

Grade p-value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 0 

0.702  Visit 0 

Group A 76 20 4 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 68.75 25 6.25 0 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.926  Visit 14 

Group A 92 8 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 93.75 6.25 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.663  Visit 17 

Group A 96 4 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 87.5 12.5 0 0 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘Irritation in throat with 

hoarseness of voice’ was present in 5 patients at grade 1 and in 1 patient at grade 2.  

At visit 14,2 patients were at grade 1 and 1 patient from grade 2 reported complete 

absence of the symptom. At V17 - 24 patients reported absence of the symptom and 1 

patient was at grade 1. 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘Irritation in throat with hoarseness of voice’ was 

present in 4 patients at grade 1 andin 1patientis at grade 2.At V14 – 1 patient was at 

grade 1 and the 1patient of grade 2, reported complete absence of the symptom. At V 

17, 2 patients showed presence of symptom at grade 1. 

3. In other words; 96% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

Symptom ‘Aasya/kanthaudhvansa’ as against the  87.5% patients from Group 

‘B’[beclamethasone ]and 12.5% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom 

at grade 1 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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3. ARUCHI: The food ingested doesn’t taste nice. 

    ARUCHI   

Visit at Group 

Grade   

0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 13 9 2 1 25 

Group B 5 10 1 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 20 5 0 0 25 

Group B 11 5 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 21 4 0 0 25 

Group B 12 4 0 0 16 

 

Visit Group 

ARUCHI 

  

percentage (%) of patients 

Median 

Grade p-value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 0 

0.419  Visit 0 

Group A 52 36 8 4 

Group B 1 

 

Group B 31.25 62.5 6.25 0 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.552  Visit 14 

Group A 80 20 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 68.75 31.25 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.644  Visit 17 

Group A 84 16 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 75 25 0 0 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘The food ingested doesn’t 

taste nice’ was present in 9 patients at grade 1 and in 2patients at grade 2.  At visit 14, 

5 patients were at grade 1 and 2 patients [from grade 2] reported complete absence of 

the symptom. At V17, 21 patients reported absence of the symptom and 4 patients at 

grade 1. 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘The food ingested doesn’t taste nice’ was present in 10 

patients at grade 1 and in 1patientat grade 2.  At V14 , 5 patients were at grade 1 and 

1patient of grade 2 reported complete absence of the symptom. At V 17, 4 patients 

showed presence of symptom at grade 1. 

3. In other words; 84% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

Symptom ‘Aruchi’and 16% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom at 

grade 1 as against the 75% patients from Group ‘B’[beclamethasone ]and 25% of the 

patients continued to suffer from the symptom at grade 1 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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4. BHASHAN KRICHRATA: Difficulty in speaking 

 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Bhashan Krichrata  in group A and 

group B at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

    BHASHAN KRICHRATA   

Visit at Group 

Grade   

0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 12 1 9 3 25 

Group B 11 4 1 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 23 2 0 0 25 

Group B 15 1 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 24 1 0 0 25 

Group B 15 0 1 0 16 

Visit Group 

BHASHAN 

KRICHRATA 

 

Percentage  (%)of patients 

Median 

Grade 

p-

value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 1 

0.075  Visit 0 

Group A 48 4 36 12 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 68.75 25 6.25 0 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.926  Visit 14 

Group A 92 8 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 93.75 6.25 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.905  Visit 17 

Group A 96 4 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 93.75 0 6.25 0 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘Difficulty in speaking’ was 

present in 1 patient at grade 1, 9 patients were at grade 2and 3 patients were at grade 3. 

At visit 14,2 patients were at grade 1, 9 patients were of grade 2.  3patients of grade 

3reported complete absence of the symptom. At V17, 24 patients reported absence of 

the symptom and 1 patient was at grade 1. 

 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘Difficulty in speaking’ was present in 4 patients at 

grade 1 and in 1patient at grade 2. At V14 –1 patient was at grade 1. 1patient of grade 

2 reported complete absence of the symptom. At V17- 1 patients showed presence of 

symptom at grade 2. 

 

3. In other words; 96% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

Symptom as against the  93.75 % patients from Group ‘B’[beclamethasone ].  4% of 

the patients continued to suffer from the symptom ‘BhashanKrichrata’ at grade 1, and 

6.25% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom at grade 2 from both the 

groups respectively. 

 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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5. GHURGHURAK: Breathe sounds in asthmapatients. 

    GHURGHURAK   

Visit at Group 

Grade   

0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 8 12 5 0 25 

Group B 2 5 9 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 19 6 0 0 25 

Group B 11 4 1 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 23 1 1 0 25 

Group B 11 4 1 0 16 

  

Visit Group 

GHURGHURAK 

 

Percentage (%) of patients 

Median 

Grade 

p-

value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 

Visit 0 

Group A 1 

0.03  Visit 0 

Group A 32 48 20 

Group B 2 

 

Group B 12.5 31.25 56.25 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.644  Visit 14 

Group A 76 24 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 68.75 25 6.25 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.237  Visit 17 

Group A 92 4 4 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 68.75 25 6.25 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘The typical Breathe sounds 

in patients of Shwas in chronic stage’ was present in 12 patients at grade 1 and in 5 

patients at grade 2.  At Visit14-   6 patients were at grade 1 and 1 patient [of grade 2] 

reported complete absence of the symptom. At V17 - 23 patients reported absence of 

the symptom.  1 patient was at grade 1and 1 patient at grade 2. 

 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘The typical Breathe sounds in patients of Shwas in 

dormant stage’ was present in 5 patients at grade 1 and 9patients were at grade 2.  At 

V14,  4 patient at grade 1 and 8patient of grade 2 reported complete absence of the 

symptom. At V 17, 4 patients showed presence of symptom at grade 1and 1 patient at 

grade 2. 

 

3. In other words; 92% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from 

thesymptom; 4% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom at grade1 and 

4% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom at grade 2; as against the 

68.75% patients from Group ‘B’ [beclamethasone] and25% of the patients continued 

to suffer from the symptom at grade 1and 6.25% of the patients continued to suffer 

from the symptom at grade 1. 

 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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6. LALAT SWEDA: Sweating on forehead 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Lalat Sweda in group A and group B 

at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

    LALAT SWEDA   

Visit at Group 

Grade 

Total patients 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 5 13 7 0 25 

Group B 4 8 3 1 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 21 4 0 0 25 

Group B 12 4 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 11 5 0 0 16 

Visit Group 

LALAT SWEDA 

 

(%) of patients 

Median 

Grade 

p-

value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 1 

0.822  Visit 0 

Group A 20 52 28 0 

Group B 1 

 

Group B 25 50 18.75 6.25 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.644  Visit 14 

Group A 84 16 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 75 25 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.095  Visit 17 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 68.75 31.25 0 0 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘Sweating on forehead’ was 

present in 13 patients at grade 1 andin 7 patients at grade 2.  At visit14, 4 patients at 

grade 1 and 7 patients of grade 2 reported complete absence of the symptom. At visit 

17, no patients had the symptom. 

 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘Sweating on forehead’ was present in 8 patients at 

grade 1 and 3patient at grade 2 and1patientat grade 3.  At V14,  4patients were at 

grade 1. 3 patient of grade 2 and 1 patient of grade 3 reported complete absence of the 

symptom. At V17, 5 patients showed presence of symptom at grade 1. 

 

3. In other words; 100% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

Symptom ‘Lalatsweda’ as against the 68.75% patients from Group 

‘B’[beclamethasone ]and 31.25 % of the patients continued to suffer from the 

symptom at grade 1. 

 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group 
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7. PARSHVAGRAHA: Pain and Tightness in ribs and Flanks 

    PARSHVAGRAHA   

Visit at Group 

Grade   

0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 6 14 5 0 25 

Group B 4 8 4 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 21 4 0 0 25 

Group B 13 3 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 21 4 0 0 25 

Group B 11 5 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Parshvagraha in group A and group 

B at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

Visit Group 

PARSHVAGRAHA 

 

Percentage (%) of patients 

Median 

Grade 

p-

value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 1 

0.885  Visit 0 

Group A 24 56 20 0 

Group B 1 

 

Group B 25 50 25 0 

Visit 

14 

Group A 0 

0.885  Visit 14 

Group A 84 16 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 81.25 18.75 0 0 

Visit 

17 

Group A 0 

0.419  Visit 17 

Group A 84 16 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 68.75 31.25 0 0 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘Pain and Tightness in ribs 

and Flanks’ was present in 14 patients at grade 1 and 5 patients at grade 2.  At visit 

14, 4 patients wereat grade 1 and patients of grade 2 reported complete absence of the 

symptom. At V17,  21 patients reported absence of the symptom and 4patients at 

grade 1. 

 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘Pain and Tightness in ribs and Flanks’ was present in 8 

patientsare at grade 1 and 4patient were at grade 2.  At V14 –3 were patient at grade 1 

and 4 patient of grade 2 reported complete absence of the symptom. At V17- 5 

patients showed presence of symptom at grade 1. 

 

3. In other words; 84% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

symptom and 16% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom 

‘Parshvagraha’ at grade 1as against the 68.75% patients from Group 

‘B’[beclamethasone ] recovered from the symptom and 12.5% of the patients 

continued to suffer from the symptom at grade 1 

 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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8. PEENAS: watery or yellow or thick and slimy nasal 

discharge 

    PEENAS   

Visit at Group 

Grade 

 0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 5 13 3 4 25 

Group B 8 4 3 1 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 22 3 0 0 25 

Group B 12 4 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 24 1 0 0 25 

Group B 13 3 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Peenas in group A and group B at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

Visit Group 

PEENAS 

   

Percentage  (%) of  Patients 

  Median 

Grade p-value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 1 

0.162  Visit 0 

Group A 20 52 12 16 

Group B 0.5 

 

Group B 50 25 18.75 6.25 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.5  Visit 14 

Group A 88 12 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 75 25 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.435  Visit 17 

Group A 96 4 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 81.25 18.75 0 0 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘watery or yellow or thick 

and slimy nasal discharge’was present in 13 patients were at grade 1 and 3 patients 

are at grade 2 and 4 patient at grade 3. At visit 14; 3 patients were at grade 1 and 7 

patients of grade 2&3 reported complete absence of the symptom. At V17 - 24 

patients reported absence of the symptom and 1 patient at grade 1. 

 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘watery or yellow or thick and slimy nasal discharge’ 

was present in 4 patients at grade,in 3patients  at grade 2and in 1patient at grade 3.  At 

V14; 4 patients were at grade 1 and 4 patient of grade 2&3 reported complete absence 

of the symptom. At V 17 only 3 patients showed presence of symptom at grade 1. 

 

3. In other words; 96% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

symptom and 4% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom ‘peenas’ at 

grade 1and the  81.25% patients from Group ‘B’[beclamethasone ] recovered from the 

symptom and 12.5% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom at grade 1. 

 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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9. PRAMOHA: confused state of mind. 

    PRAMOHA   

Visit at Group 

Grade 

 0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 

Interpretation: 

1. This symptom ‘Pramoha’ was not present in any of the patients recruited in the study.  
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Occurrence of symptom Pramoha in group A and group B at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

Visit Group 

PRAMOHA 

 

Percentage (%) of patients 

Median 

Grade 

p-

value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 0 

0.99  Visit 0 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.99  
Visit 

14 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.99  
Visit 

17 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 
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10. UCHRITAKSH: upward movement of Eyeballs during 

laboured breathing 

    UCHRITAKSHA   

Visit at Group 

Grade 

 0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 

Interpretation: 

This symptom too was not observed in any of the patients enrolled in the study. 
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Occurrence of symptom Uchritaksha in group A and group B 

at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

Visit Group 

UCHRITAKSHA 

   

percentage (%) of patients 

   Median Grade p-value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 0 

0.99  Visit 0 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.99  Visit 14 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.99  Visit 17 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 
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11. USHNABHIPRAYATA: Desire for warm things 

    USHNABHIPRAYATA   

Visit at Group 

Grade 

 0 1 2 3 Total patients 

Visit 0 

Group A 19 3 3 0 25 

Group B 9 5 1 1 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 21 4 0 0 25 

Group B 15 1 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 14 2 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Ushnabhiprayata in group A and 

group B at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

Visit Group 

USHNABHIPRAYATA 

   

percentage (%) of patients 

Median 

Grade p-value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 0 

0.333  Visit 0 

Group A 76 12 12 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 56.25 31.25 6.25 6.25 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.606  Visit 14 

Group A 84 16 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 93.75 6.25 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.517  Visit 17 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 87.5 12.5 0 0 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘Desire for warm things’ 

was present in 3 patients at grade 1 and in 3 patient at grade 2.  At visit 14, 4 patients 

were at grade 1 and 3 patients of grade 2 reported complete absence of the symptom. 

At V17, 25 patients reported absence of the symptom. 

 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘Desire for warm things’ was present in 5 patients at 

grade 1, 1patient at grade 2and 1 patient at grade 3.  At V14 – 1 patient is at grade 

1and 2 patients of grade 2&3 reported complete absence of the symptom. At V 17, 2 

patients showed presence of symptom at grade 1. 

 

3. In other words; 100% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

Symptom ‘Ushnabhiprayata’ as against the  87.5% patients from Group 

‘B’[beclamethasone ]and 12.5% of the patients continued to suffer from the symptom 

at grade 1. 

 

4. Though, not statistically significant, KVB group shows better results clinically in 

comparison with the steroid group. 
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12. VEPATHU: Tremors in  different organs 

    VEPATHU   

Visit at Group 

Grade 

Total patients 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 20 4 1 0 25 

Group B 15 1 0 0 16 

Visit 14 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

Visit 17 

Group A 25 0 0 0 25 

Group B 16 0 0 0 16 

 

 

 

Test used: Mann Whitney U test 
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Occurrence of symptom Vepathu in group A and group B at 

 visit 0, visit 14 and visit 17 

No symptoms

1 - 2 times/week

3 - 4 times/week

more than 4 times/week

Visit Group 

VEPATHU 

    

(%)ofpatients 

   Median 

Grade 

p-

value 

  

Grade 0 1 2 3 

Visit 0 

Group A 0 

0.467  Visit 0 

Group A 80 16 4 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 93.75 6.25 0 0 

Visit 14 

Group A 0 

0.99  Visit 14 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 

Visit 17 

Group A 0 

0.99  Visit 17 

Group A 100 0 0 0 

Group B 0 

 

Group B 100 0 0 0 
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Interpretation: 

1. Group A: At the beginning of study [visit 0] the symptom ‘Tremors in different 

organs’ was present in 4 patients at grade 1 and 1 patient at grade 2.  At visit 14- 1 

patient was at grade 1 and 1 patients of grade 2 reported complete absence of the 

symptom. At V17 – no patients suffered from this symptom. 

 

2. Group B: At V0 the symptom ‘Tremors in different organs’ was present in 1 patient at 

grade 1.  At V14 –1patient of grade 1 reported complete absence of the symptom. At 

V 17, 16 patients reported absence of symptom. 

 

3. In other words; 100% of the patients from Group A [KVB] recovered from the 

Symptom ‘Vepathu’ also 100% patients from Group ‘B’[beclamethasone ] recovered 

from the Symptom. 
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Biochemical Parameters : 

 

All the biochemical parameter wher assessed at the beginning of the study and after 

completion of the study.  

Liver and Kidney profile was done with a view to rule out any adverse effect. 

The data was anaylized using fishers exact test.  

All the investigations between both the groups are comparable and there is no significant 

association between the levels of parameters and type of drug administred.  
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Discussion & Conclusion  

The disease entity Tamakshwas or popularly known as ‘Shwas’ in Ayurved fraternity is 

recorded for the etio-pathology, diagnosis, symptoms, treatments and  prognosis since the 

time of Charaksamhita
1
 [1200 BC]. ‘Tamakshwas’ literally means ‘burying into darkness due 

to shortness of breathe’.  

 

Similar description is available in ancient Greek and Roman medical literature. The word 

‘asthma’ means ‘gasping’.  Modern medical historians trace the disease ‘asthma’ to the 12’th 

century. Moses Maimonides, a renowned rabbi, philosopher and physician who practiced in 

the royal courts of Egypt and Syria wrote a treatise on it
2
. He advised lifestyle modulation –

food, drink, sleep and sexual activity to control the disease and chicken soup as a specific 

remedy.  

 

On this background it is worthwhile to note that Ayurvedic  understanding of the disease, 

treatment options varying from ‘shodhan, shaman and local –nasal- application’ with 

approximately 81 drugs and formulations which include not only herbal but complex metallo-

organic preparations; was much more specific thousand years before the Greeko-Roman era. 

However, till date very few well planned clinical studies have been conducted to 

scientifically validate the medicines and therapies of ayurveda. [ 

 

Recent reports on meta-anlyses of various Bronchial asthma trials reveal following things:  

1. A daily dose of prednisolone 7.5-10 mg/day appears to be equivalent to moderate-

high dose inhaled corticosteroids. Side-effects may be present on low doses, so if 

there is no alternative to oral steroids, the lowest effective dose should be prescribed. 

[therapeutically equivalent doses of inhaled versus oral steroids for adults with 

chronic asthma by Mash B, Bheekie A, Jones PW.] 

2. Inhaled corticosteroids are the single most effective therapy for adult patients with 

asthma. However, for those unable or unwilling to take corticosteroids, the use of 

leukotriene modifiers/receptor agonists appears reasonable. Long-acting beta2 

agonists may be added to corticosteroids for those who remain symptomatic despite 

low-dose steroid therapy. Anti-IgE therapy may be considered as adjunctive therapy 

for young adults with asthma who have clear evidence of allergies and elevated serum 

IgE levels.[ Sin DD, Man J, Sharpe H, Gan WQ, Man SF] 
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It indicates that search for better, effective and affordable medicine continues.  

Some of the often talked upon limitations of Ayurvedic dosage formsare that it is difficult to 

prepare and carry the decoctions, taste is bitter and unpleasant and a myth that ‘drugs act after 

long term administration only’.  Rasaushadhies is an answer to these limitations. They are 

delivered in small tablet form and hence no question of palatability. They are praised in 

Ayurvedic repertoire for fast action and long term efficacy.  

 

Hence, after a thorough literature search a typical ‘KrishnavjrabhrakaBhasma’ which is 

unavailable in market is selected for this study based on Ayurvedic principles of formulation 

development.  This medicine is prepared by processing a complex mineral Biotite Mica 

[Krishnavajrabhraka]. It is processed using specific herbal juices and decoctions by 

employing technique of wet trituration and heating under controlled conditions. One may 

think that this is a compound formulation as 5 herbs, which are known to possess activities on 

respiratory system are used for processing Biotite mica. One must take into account that the 

starting material is from mineral-metal source. Any material from this source is toxic and can 

never be used without a specific ladder of procedures using animal produce and herbal 

products. Conversion of any raw material into finished product from metal-mineral category 

is designed based on certain factors like type of main raw material, processing drugs, their 

compatibility, proportion, processing sequence and cumulative efficacy for a particular 

disease or condition. A guideline in Charaksamhita states thatthe final effect is a cumulative 

effect of the compound and not of any individual ingredient in the compound. 

 तथाय�ुते�हसमुदयेसमुदायभावत�वमेवोपल�य…..।[च. �व. १/११] 

तथात�यो�म�लताना�ाकृतगुणानुपमद!नमेलकोभव"तसकृ"तसमसमवायश$देनो%यते। 

      …… [च. �व.१/१०–च'पा(ण] 

The processed metal/mineral which is non-toxic and assimilable is identified by the name of 

starting material e.g. Krishnavajrabhraka bhasma, Suvarnabhasma[Gold], Rajatbhasma 

[Silver] etc. In modern chemistry too, materials are processed with various acids, alkalis to 

get the end product.  They are labeled after the main /starting material and not as a 

compound. Further there are compound formulations which are prepared by putting together 

many bhasmas, herbal powders and decoctions e. g. Vasantmalati rasa or the famous 

Sootshekhar Rasa.  
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The KVB thus selected was proved to be non toxic in acute, sub-acute [28 days] and sub-

chronic [90 days] studies.  Our pervious pre-clinical studies showed that KVB is effective in 

bronchial asthma prophylaxis (chronic asthma) with mechanism of action of ‘mast cell 

stabilizing’ (major mechanism) and anti-inflammatory action (additional mechanism). The 

results were comparable with sodium cromoglycate and corticosteroid beclamethasone.  

Hence the present study “a prospective, active controlled, comparative, randomized, double 

blind,double dummy clinical trial of Krishnavajrabhrakbhasma” to evaluate its efficacy on 

Tamakshwas [bronchial asthma] was undertaken .  

 

Testing of an Ayurvedic drug involves many intricacies as Ayurveda propounds the 

individualistic approach of treatments. The ten factors that influence cure/betterment of a 

patient are status of dosha-dooshya, [disease severity] physical and mental strength, age, state 

of agni, constitution, diet, personal and social conduct, geo-climatic region and seasonal 

environment.  

 

It is obvious that the severity of disease plays major role to give correct judgment about the 

activity of a medicine; importance of other variables is to adjust dose, adjuvants, time of 

medicine administration etc. ultimately better patient care. As an Ayurvedic physician, it was 

important to deal with these variables while recruiting patients.  Ironically there is no 

concrete data as to how much is the role of these factors as against the activity of a particular 

drug.  

 

Dooshya [the tissues take part in disease development], Desha [geoclimatic region], 

Bala[physical strength] , Kala [season], Prakriti [constitution] and Satva [psychological 

attitude] have specific connotations towards prognosis.  Various modern studies have shown 

that especially in case of BA controlling each of these factors contributes towards betterment. 

It is clear that KVB is a medicine which acts in chronic stage and is not a medicine of acute 

exacerbation stage or status asthmaticus - where line of treatment changes completely- it was 

very important to select patient population fulfilling the Ayurvedic criteria. Any patient who 

presents with chronic asthma with a different constitution predominance  and different 

environmental setting other than we studied, needs some adjustments in medication or 

shodhan treatments [vaman – induced emesis, virechan –induced purgation] to get desired 

effect.  
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It is not that KVB would not be effective in any condition other than this. To get accurate 

results with different state of selected variables [mixed conditions], patient population of 200 

-500 is required where either the technique of Completely Randomised Design [CRD] or 

Randomised Block Design [RBD] could be employed. The advantage of this method over test 

of significance is that it helps to estimate missing observations and thus reduces errors. 

Unfortunately it was not possible logistically to our team to conduct that kind of trial at the 

given point of time. 

Many trials of Ayurvedic medicines that have been conducted in the past using only modern 

medicine theory of a particular disease development and cure, have been failed. The reason 

being unawareness of specificity of patient classification or precision of role of a particular 

medicine in that particular disease based on Ayurvedic theoretical framework.  In this study, 

that effort has been made.  It would have been easier to enroll any known asthmatic patient 

but in the end due to many confounding variables the trial would have been futile. 

It must be noted that due to the stringent inclusion criteria after screening 540 patients, we 

found 120 which were suitable. Out of those only 54 patients willingly participated in the 

trial.  

The duration of the trial too was a difficult to manage aspect. Ayurvedic guideline says that 

efficacy of any drug that has ‘rasayan’ activity shows results for double the duration of actual 

medication. As we hypothesize that KVB has rasayan activity it was must to follow the 

patients post medication phase for 24 weeks. It was difficult to call the patients only for 

check up with no medicine dispatch. The system of diary, home calls and counseling helped 

to overcome the problem.  

 

In spite of efforts 13 patients discontinued the trial due to personal reasons like shifting of 

base or no one to accompany. After decoding of data it was revealed that out of these 13 

patients 3 were from KVB group and 10 from the Beclamethasone group.It is obvious from 

above results that there is improvement in associated manifestations in both KVB and 

beclamethasone group. Though not statistically significant, associated manifestations were 

relieved in more number of KVB treated patients in comparison to beclamethasone patients.  

 

The pre-treatment biochemical profile clearly indicates that the groups are matched groups.  

As mentioned in literature review, there is no separate record of specific signs and symptoms 

experienced by asthmatics in the main treatises. The reason is the ‘oral tradition’ and limited 
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availability of ‘writing’. However there are specific guidelines to analyze and treat chronic 

state. The structure or system of literature presentation in such aspects is entirely different 

than today. Ayurvedic physicians are expected to unearth the literature from the great 

treatises in that particular fashion and treat the patients.  

Thus we put together the guidelines for management of chronic asthma in present style and 

based on that the case record form has been prepared. The causative factors, disease 

development process, precipitation of acute attack due to stimulus remain the same, but 

certain symptoms experienced by the patients during dormant stage [chronicity] vary from 

the symptoms in acute attack. Such symptoms are identified by scrutinizing the 

‘srotasdushtilakshana’[systems involved in asthma], ‘avayavottapattisiddhant’[development 

of organs from pre-mordial tissue], ‘chikitasadishadarshan’[guidelines of treating ] for 

srotodushti. From this study and survey of Ayurvedic physicians treating Bronchial asthma 

helped to confirm the set of 12 symptoms.  Out of these twelve; two symptoms are 

interpreted in a different way. Those are Uchritaksha  andPramoha. 

1. Uchritaksha literally means upward movement of Eyeballs. This symptom shows 

involvement of indriya [sensory apparatus]. The action of Indriya is governed by 

PranVaayu.  Hence it is classically observed in Vegavastha of Shwas. But in 

Avegavastha Eye strain [Netragaurava] or heaviness in eyes off and on and 

irritability/itching of eyes as poorvaroop should be considered as symptom in chronic 

stage.  

2. Pramoha – It is confused state of mind. Patient can’t take small small decisions 

properly. This symptom shows involvement of higher faculties like mind, intellect etc. 

This symptom too, indicates vitiation of PranVaayu and is observed in advanced stage 

of Shwas. 

 

In this trial these two symptoms helped to maintain the window of patients included in the 

study.  

Though difficult; this was an important exercise to develop markers for judging the results of 

treatment. It will help not only this study but any other study of any other drug that is used to 

treat Tamakshwas. 
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Subjective parameters:  

Ten out of the twelve parameters were tested by score card system. Presence of those were 

observed in most of the patients. This confirmed  the textual guideline of Ayurveda about 

involvement of the 3 srotasa and indriya in the development of tamakshwas.  

The symptoms viz.dryness of mouth;irritation in throat with hoarseness of voice; in general 

loss of taste of food; difficulty in speaking [has to deep breath after some time of talk]; the 

typical breathe sounds in patients of Shwas in chronic stage; sweating on forehead especially 

after talk, food intake and small distance walk;pain and tightness in ribs and flanks off and 

on; repeated watery or yellow or thick and slimy nasal discharge with nasal congestion; 

desire for warm things; tremors in different organs were significantly reduced in both the 

groups.  

The difference between KVB and Steroid group though not significant; the effect is equal and 

for some symptoms better. This means that KVB has the potential to act in chronic state of 

Shwas. Added advantage is, it is not a steroid. It improves patients overall quality of life.  

The diary system helped to maintain record of patients diet and exposure to stimuli or 

behavioral   

factors that precipitate attack. As the patients from both the groups were following similar 

practices it has been proved that the statement ‘results of Ayurvedic treatment is often due to 

dietary restrictions’is inappropriate.  Rather KVB has proved to show comparable results to 

that of beclamethasone.  

 

Objective parameters:  

Following were the OBJECTIVE parameters studied- 

1. No. of acute attacks 

2. Forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) 

3. Duration between the two consecutive acute attacks 

4. No. of bronchodilator (Salbutamol) puffs required in a day 

5. Peak expiratory flow (PEF) 

As seen from table no. 3, the no. of acute attacks reduced in both the groups. In both the 

groups, the no. of attacks reduced to 1 by 17
th

 week. This indicates that both the treatments 

are equieffective in this regard. Beclomethasone works in bronchial asthma by its anti-

inflammatory property; it has no mast cell stabilizing action. It was shown in our laboratory 

that KVB has both mast-cell stabilizing (main action) & anti-inflammatory action (additional 
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action). Clinically, mast cell stabilizers are not as effective as steroids. KVB is having equal 

efficacy to that of steroid clinically. This could be because of additive effect of mast cell 

stabilization and anti-inflammatory action. It might also have some additional mechanism of 

action. 

Forced expiratory volume in one second, FEV1, is the volume of air that can be forced out 

taking a deep breath, an important measure of pulmonary function. In asthma FEV1 is 

diminished because of increased airway resistance to expiratory flow. In both the groups, 

FEV1 improvement was seen (Table no. 4). In group A, FEV1 increased from 682L to 792L 

and in Beclomethasone group, it increased from 660L to 795L. Improvement in both the 

groups is comparable. This effect might also be because of additive effect of mast cell 

stabilization and anti-inflammatory action of KVB. 

Table no. 6 shows the duration between two consecutive attacks. It was observed that the 

duration was steadily increased between the attacks. The duration increase was more with 

KVB (Group A) in comparison with Beclomethasone (Group B). So, after the initiation of 

treatment, average no. of acute attacks in Group A was 8; where as in Group B, it was10 

(Graph3). This shows that KVB more effectively reduces the no. of acute attacks in 

comparison to Beclomethasone.  

Though not statistically significant, KVB reduced the requirement of bronchodilator 

requirement more effectively (Table 7). In the third month of the treatment, patients on KVB 

were not required to take any puff (bronchodilator- Salbutamol puff) where as in 

Beclomethasone group, a few required treatments with puff. So, KVB more effectively 

reduced the requirement of bronchodilator in comparison to Beclomethasone. This could be 

because KVB has trace amount of Magnesium (Mg
++

) in its composition. Magnesium is 

known to produce bronchodilatation. Beclomethasone, though a very potent anti-

inflammatory, lacks bronchodilatory action.   

PEF is a person’s maximum speed of expiration. It is a simple method to detect airway 

obstruction mainly moderate to severe obstruction i.e. functional status of bronchi. 

Improvement in PEF was seen in both the treatment groups. As seen in table 8, mean PEF 

increased from 180l/min to 254l/min in Group A whereas it increased from 149l/min to 

180l/min in Group B. Increase in KVB group is statistically significantly more than 

Beclomethasone group (p< 0.027). PEF value at 14
th

 visit is significantly more in KVB than 
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Beclomethasone group (p<0.011). This indicates that the functional improvement is 

significantly more with KVB in comparison to Beclomethasone. Bronchodilatation induced 

by KVB may be one of the factors. Bronchodilatation which plays role in reducing the no. of 

puffs did not show statistically significant difference. This indicates that there is significant 

functional improvement with KVB which cannot be explained by just bronchodilatation. This 

suggests that KVB probably works by some additional mechanisms. 

The sample size of 20 subjects in each study group that westudied is primarily based on 

feasibility and other logistics. Whilst it is an important criterion in study design, the power of 

this study that  has been calculated based on the experience with clinical trials at Chest 

Research Foundation , Pune  comes to around 35-40%.  However as a first of it’s kind, robust 

trial design for an Ayurvedic medicine underlines the importance of  

‘Krishnavjrabhrakabhasma’  as a lead molecule for further multi-centric, large sample size 

trial.  

 

Conclusion : 

To sum up- KVB was equieffective in reducing the no. of acute attacks and improving 

FEV1.  

 KVB was superior to Beclomethasone in increasing the duration between two 

consecutive attacks, reducing the requirement of bronchodilatory puffs & improving 

PEF.         

 


